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PREFACE

The objects of the Pakistan National Bibliography are to list new works published in Pakistan, to describe each work in detail and to give the subject matter of each work as precisely as possible. The 2006 volume of the Pakistan National Bibliography covers Pakistani publications published during the year 2006 and received in the Delivery of Books and Newspapers Branch of the National Library of Pakistan at Islamabad under the Provisions of Copyright Law: Copy right Ordinance, 1962 as amended by Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1973 & 1992. Those titles which were not received under the Copyright Law but were acquired through purchase, gift and exchange have also been included in the Bibliography. Every endeavour has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information given.

The following classes of publications have been excluded:

a) The keys and guides to text-books and ephemeral material such as publicity pamphlets etc.

b) Periodicals (except the first issue of a new periodical and the first issue of a periodical under a new title.)

c) Maps.

d) Musical scores.

Arrangement:

The present issue of the Pakistan National Bibliography has been divided into two sections. This section covers Pakistani publications written in English language while publications in Urdu, and other Pakistani and Oriental languages have been listed in the other section. The arrangement of Bibliography is subject-wise. The classification of subjects is based on the 22nd edition of Dewey Decimal Classification. Cataloguing practices follow the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules 2nd Revised Edition, 1988, as well as IFLA’s recommendations for adoption of International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) and IFLA’s publication entitled “Names of persons: national usages for entry in catalogues”.

The cataloguing of Pakistani names is generally based on the recommendations made by Dr. Anis Khurshid in his publication entitled “Cataloguing of Pakistani Names”. The full information about books is given in the Classified Section. The main entries have been made under names of the authors or corporate bodies responsible for the work or under titles. They include, in addition to the author’s name, the full title, the place of publication the publisher, the year of publication, the price, ISBN, etc. The language of the book, other than English, bilingual or multilingual books are denoted by symbols which are given at the left hand bottom corner of each entry.
The accession number of each book is shown against each entry in parentheses. A list of abbreviations and language symbols used in the Bibliography is given after the Preface. A list of publishers responsible for the issue of the respective publications, as included in the Bibliography, appears at the end of the Index of both English and Urdu portions.

**Index:**

Each part of the Bibliography has a separate index, which contains entries or reference entries under authors, titles, editors, translators, compilers, series and subjects in one alphabetical sequence. In certain cases, the entries have also been made under the names of the institutions responsible for bringing out the publications.

The entry under the author gives, in an abbreviated form, most of the information to be found in the entry in the Classified Section so that, for most purposes it is not necessary to refer back to that entry when an author or title of a book is known. If, however, a fuller description is required, the entry in the Classified Section which gives the fuller description can be found by means of the decimal code number given at the end of the author entry.

If some one wishes to know books that have been published on particular subject, it is necessary to consult the Index under the name of the subject. Here again he/she will find a decimal code number, which must be sought in the Classified Section.
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In conclusion, I wish to express my gratitude to Mr. Zulfiqar Ahmed, Director, for his kind interest in the publication of this work. I am also indebted to my colleague Mr. Haji Dad, Assistant Director, and my team members, Akhtar Wahid Jr. Librarian, Mr. Muhammad Nazim and Raja Abdul Qayyum for their Assiduous and industrious work throughout the compilation of this important national document.

The patrons and experts in the field of bibliography are earnestly requested to come forward with the suggestions for the improvement of this annual publication, so that this publication could be made more useful and decorated with the highest benefits.

Islamabad, July 2007

MAZHAR IQBAL JALALI
Assistant Director
OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
(22ND EDITION) USED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

000 Computer science, knowledge & systems
    010 Bibliographies
    020 Library & information science
    030 Encyclopedias & books of facts
    040 [Unassigned]
    050 Magazines, journals & serials
    060 Associations, organizations and museums
    070 News media, journalism and publishing
    080 Quotations
    090 Manuscripts & rare books

100 Philosophy
    110 Metaphysics
    120 Epistemology
    130 Parapsychology & occultism
    140 Philosophical schools of thought
    150 Psychology
    160 Logic
    170 Ethics
    180 Ancient, medieval and eastern philosophy
    190 Modern western philosophy

200 Religion
    210 Philosophy and theory of religion
    220 The Bible
    230 Christianity and Christian theology
    240 Christian practice and observance
    250 Christian pastoral practice and religious orders
    260 Christian organization, social work and worship
    270 History of Christianity
    280 Christian denominations
    290 Other religions

300 Social sciences, sociology and anthropology
    310 Statistics
    320 Political science
    330 Economics
    340 Law
    350 Public administration and military science
    360 Social problems & social services
    370 Education
    380 Commerce, communication and transportation
    390 Customs, etiquette and folklore

400 Language
    410 Linguistics
    420 English and old English languages
    430 German and related languages
    440 French and related languages
450 Italian, Romanian and related languages
460 Spanish and Portuguese languages
470 Latin & Italic languages
480 Classical and modern Greek languages
490 Other languages
500 Science
510 Mathematics
520 Astronomy
530 Physics
540 Chemistry
550 Earth science & geology
560 Fossils & prehistoric life
570 Life sciences; biology
580 Plants (Botany)
590 Animals (Zoology)
600 Technology
610 Medicine and health
620 Engineering
630 Agriculture
640 Home & family management
650 Management and public relations
660 Chemical engineering
670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Building and construction
700 Arts
710 Landscaping & area planning
720 Architecture
730 Sculpture, ceramics and metalwork
740 Drawing & decorative arts
750 Painting
760 Graphic Arts
770 Photography and computer art
780 Music
790 Sports, games and entertainment
800 Literature, rhetoric and criticism
810 American literature in English
820 English and old English literatures
830 German and related literatures
840 French & related literatures
850 Italian, Romanian & related literatures
860 Spanish and Portuguese literatures
870 Latin & Italic literatures
880 Classical and modern Greek literatures
890 Other literatures
900 History
910 Geography and travel
920 Biography & genealogy
930 History of ancient world (to ca. 499)
940 History of Europe
950 History of Asia
960 History of Africa
970 History of North America
980 History of South America
990 History of other areas
## LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Subs.</td>
<td>Annual Subscriptions</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
<td>Junior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth.</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ltd.</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibl.</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Port.</td>
<td>Portrait/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>Pref.</td>
<td>Preface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptt.</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Pt.</td>
<td>Part/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diag;diags</td>
<td>Diagram/(s)</td>
<td>rev/</td>
<td>Revised/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed.</td>
<td>Editor, Edited,</td>
<td>tr.</td>
<td>Translated,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edition.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translation/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Translator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensl.</td>
<td>Enlarged</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>Volume/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## LANGUAGE SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Arabic.</td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Punjabi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>English.</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Sindhi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>Kashmiri.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
004.06 — Computer Science — Congresses

**CIIT Workshop on Research in Computing, Abbottabad**
ISBN 969-8779-06-X (C054197-98)

**CIIT Workshop on Research in Computing (2nd : 2005 : Lahore)**
Proceedings of the 2nd CIIT Workshop on Research in Computing; held at Lahore on November 18, 2005. — Lahore : COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, 2005. — 142p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-8779-08-6 (C054199-200)

005.1 — Computer Literacy

**Muzaffar Aijaz**

Corel Draw 11 in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 313p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054951)

Create web page. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 319p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054949)

Hardware, Installation and Windows 98. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 237p : Rs.170.00 ; 22cm (C054946)

InPage 2000 in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 313p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054950)

The Internet in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— various pages : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054945)

Microsoft Access. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 270p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054947)

Ms Excel 2000 in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 310p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054944)

Ms Word 2000 in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004. — 247p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054943)

Power Point 2000 in 15 days visually. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers, 2004.— 313p : Rs.170.00 ; 24cm (C054948)
015.5491 — Bibliography — National — Pakistan
Pakistan. Department of Libraries, Ministry of Education, Islamabad
ISBN 969-8014-35-7 : Rs.1100.00 (C054910-11)

ISBN 969-8014-38-1 : Rs.1100.00 (C054912-13)

021.642 — Library Cooperation — Pakistan — Congresses
National Workshop on Resource Sharing and Networking of Libraries and Documentation Centres, Islamabad
(C054033-34)

(C054173)

025.04 — Internet — Handbooks, Manuals, Etc.
Internet for Doctors in developing countries. — Islamabad : (n.p) 2006. — various pages ; 24cm
(C053135)

026.6095491 — Research Libraries — Pakistan — Catalog
Union Catalogue of scientific periodicals in the Libraries of Pakistan. — Islamabad : PASTIC, 2005.— Vol.II. — 1419p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698040218 (C053128)

050.5 — Periodicals — Science
Director Scientific Periodicals of Pakistan / edited by Nuzhat Yasmin. — Islamabad : PASTIC, 2004. — 74p ; 24cm
(C053129)

070.44 — Feature Writing
Iqbal Mustafa
ISBN 969-8958-01-0 (C054605)

079.95491 — Press — Pakistan
Zamir Niazi
Fettered Freedom / by Zamir Niazi ; edited by Syed Jaffar Ahmed. — Karachi : Pakistan Study Centre, 2005. — 206p ; 22cm
ISBN 969879106X : Rs.400.00 (C053415)
158.3 — Self — Actualization (Psychology)
Waqi Munim
(C053586)

181.15 — Philosophy, Islamic — Pakistan
Islam'da Dini Tefekkurum Yenidon Tasekkulu. — 2nd ed. — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1983. — 228p : Rs.25.00 ;
22cm
(C053423)

181.5 — Philosophy, Islamic
Ebrahim Moosa
Ghazali and poetics of imagination / by Ebrahim Moosa ; edited by S. Nomanul Haq. — Karachi : Oxford University
Press, 2005.— Vol.2. — 349p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195471601 : Rs.595.00
(C053133)

220.92 — Bible — Biography
Pinto, Archbishop Evarist
The Great men and women of the Bible / by Archbishop Evarist Pinto.— Lahore : Maktaba-e-Anveem Pakistan,
2005. — 119p : Rs.75.00 ; 21cm
(C053038)

248 — Spirituality
Spiritual logacy History, spirituality and vision / ed. by Hamid Henry.— Gujranwala : Maktaba-e-Anveem Pakistan, 2005. —
262p : Rs.150.00 ; 22cm
(C053037)

297 — Islam
Dobinson, Muhammad
The Way of Islam : An Elementary Guide to Islam for the Muslim Initiate and Non Muslim / by Muhammad Dobinson.—
(C053570-71)

297.071 — Islam — Study and Teaching
Zulfiqar Ahmad, Hafiz
True Path : Islamyat for O-Level Classes Qur'an and Hadith Portion / by Hafiz Zulfiqar Ahmad. — Bahawalpur : Army
Public School and College, 2006. — 188p : Rs.199.95 ; 22cm
(C053758)

297.09048 — Islam — 21st Century
Malik, Iftikhar H.
Crescent Between Cross and Star : Muslim and the West After 9/ 11 / by Iftikhar H. Malik. — Karachi : Oxford
University Press, 2006. — 371p ; 28cm
ISBN 019-5472-66-1
(C054548)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(C054610)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ishaque, Khalid M.</td>
<td>Al-Ahkam Al-Sultaniyah / by Khalid M. Ishaque. Islamabad: Shariah Academy, 2005. 60p; 20cm ISBN 969-8263-43-8 (C053747)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
297.19755 — Islam and Science
Siddiqui, Maulana Muhammad Abdul Aleem
Cultivation of Science by the Muslims : A Lecture / by
Maulana Muhammad Abdul Aleem Siddiqui. — Karachi :
World Federation of Islamic Mission, 1983. — 44p ; 18cm
(C053560-61)

297.272 — Islam and State
Ghazi, Muhammad Ahmad
State and Legislation in Islam / by Muhammad Ahmad
Ghazi.— Islamabad : Shariah Academy, 2006. — 184p ;
22cm
ISBN 969-8263-47-0 (C054608)

297.283 — Islam — Relations — Christianity
Chishti, Yousuf Saleem
What is Christianity : Being a critical examination of
fundamental doctrines of the Christian Faith / by Yousuf
Saleem Chishti. — Karachi : World Federation of Islamic
Mission, 1992. — 96p ; 21cm (C053558-59)

Farrukh Malik
Truth or Fabrication. — Lahore : The Author, 2006. — 316p ;
22cm (C053736-37)

Al-Qaderi, Muhammad Fazl-ul-Rahman Al-Ansari
Foundations of Faith : A common-sense exposition / by
Muhammad Fazl-ur-Rahman Ansari. — Karachi : The World
Federation of Islamic Mission, 1992. — 59p ; 22cm
(C053562-63)

Islam and Christianity in the Modern World : being a
exposition of the Qur’anic view of Christianity in the light of
modern research / by Muhammad Fazl-ul-Rahman Al-Ansari
Al-Qaderi. — 2nd ed. — Karachi : The World Federation of
Islamic Mission, 1976. — 221p ; 22cm (C053568-69)

297.295 — Islam — Relations — Buddhism
Nazar Hosein, Imran
Islam and Buddhism in the Modern World / by Imran Nazar
Hosein. — 3rd ed. — Karachi : The World Federation of
Islamic Mission, 1999. — 140p ; 21cm (C053566-67)

297.37 — Islamic Sermons — Translations into English
Al-Uilani, Sayyeduna Shaikh Abdul Qadir (R.A)
Al-Fath Ar-Rabbani : Univelling the divine values (62
sermons) / by Sayyeduna Shaikh Abdul Qadir (R.A) Al-Uilani.
398p ; 22cm (C053574-75)
297.38 — Darood-o-Salaam (Islam)

Khan Brelvi, Ahmad Raza (Imam)
Salaam-e-Raza (Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza Khan Brelvi) / by Ahmad Raza (Imam) Khan Brelvi ; tr. by Muhammad Riaz Qadri. — Lahore : Durud Faiz Ganj Bakhsh, 2006. — 137p ; 20cm (C053414)

297.4092 — Shah Daulah — Biography
Nasiruddaula, Pir
ISBN 969-8268-06-5 (C053580-81)

297.52 — Prayers (Islam)

297.5695 — Blasphemy — Islam
Khan Brelvi, Ahmad Raza (Imam)

297.63 — Muhammad (S.A.W), Prophet, 571-632
Shamsi, Syed Haider Hussain
The Prophet of Islam : Biography sketches according to the Quran / by Syed Haider Hussain Shamsi. — Lahore : Classic (n.d.). — 107p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-8889-03-5 (C054383-84)

297.64 — Muhammad (S.A.W), Prophet, 571-632 — Family
Shamsi, Syed Haider Hussain
ISBN 969-8889-03-5 (C054385-86)

297.7 — Dawah (Islam)
Nasir Shah
In the name of Allah the Most Kind and Merciful Invitation to Join / Enter Deen-e-Islam (Rule/ Kingdom of Allah to Non Muslim Heads of States. — Mardan : Inam Press (n.d.). — 61p ; 24cm (C053961-62)
300.712 — Social Sciences — Study and Teaching
Sabia Alam
ISBN 9698784217 : Rs.115.00 (C053234)

ISBN 9698784225 : Rs.125.00 (C053235)

301.095491 — Sociology — Pakistan
Maisoon Hussain
For life, peace and Justice. — Karachi : Pakistan Institute of Labour Education, 2005. — 330p : Rs.300.00 ; 24cm (C052870)

302.23 — Journalism — Mass Media
Mahsud, Muhammad Nawaz

303.34 — Social Influence
Siddiqi, Hammad A.
ISBN 969-8904-34-0 (C053901)

303.4095491 — Social Change — Pakistan
Siddiqui, Tasneem Ahmad
Dynamics of Social Change / by Tasneem Ahmad Siddiqui.— Karachi : Sama, 2005. — 229p ; 22cm (C053756)

Turab Hussain, S. M.
ISBN 9698905235 (C053158)

303.60954 — Terrorism — South Asia
ISBN 969-8721-16-9 (C054398-99)
304.6095491005 — Pakistan — Population — Yearbook
Pakistan. Ministry of Population Welfare, Islamabad
Year Book 2005-06. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 94p ; 24cm (C054599)

305.4095491 — Women — Legal Status, Laws, Etc. — Pakistan
ISBN 969-4611-29-6 (C053903)

Shahnaz Khan
ZINA, Transnational Feminism and the moral regulation of Pakistan Women. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 152p ; 22cm
ISBN 0-19-547431-7 : Rs.250.00 (C054887)

Tahmina Rashid
Contested representation Punjabi women in feminist debate in Pakistan. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 403p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195471105 : Rs.595.00 (C053416)

305.4095491 — Women — Pakistan — Social Conditions

The Status of Implementation of International Agreements on Women in Pakistan : March 29, 2004 Serena Hotel, Islamabad — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 77p ; 28cm - (Briefing Session for Parliamentarians Proceedings) (C054797)

305.42095491 — Women Rights — Pakistan
Aiysha Madani
A Review of contemporary thought in women rights with reference to Amina Wadud and others.— Islamabad : Poorab Academy, 2005. — 192p ; 22cm
ISBN 9698917020 : Rs.300.00 (C053217)

305.8914122 — Memon — History and Culture
Thaplawala, Abdur Razzaq
ISBN 9698935002 : Rs.200.00 (C052881-82)
307.24 — Rural Urban Migration — Pakistan
Institute of Rural Management, Islamabad

Turab Hussain

320.082 — Women in Politics — Pakistani


320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government


320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1990 —


320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1990 —
Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and
Transparency, 2004. — 79p ; 28cm
(C054800)

State of Democracy Report : November 16, 2003 to March 31,
2004. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative
Development and Transparency, 2004. — 78p ; 28cm
(C054801)

State of Democracy : Revival of Democracy in Pakistan First
Year of Democracy November 16, 2002 to November 15,
2003.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative
Development and Transparency, 2003. — 173p ; 28cm
(C054802)

320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1999 —
State of Democracy Report quarter 3, 2004 July, 1, 2004 to
September 30, 2004.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of
Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 81p ;
28cm
(C054799)

320.95409045 — South Asia — Politics and Government
South Asia in World Politics / edited by Devin T. Hagerty. —
Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 312p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195473280
(C054389)

322.5095491 — Pakistan — Armed Forces — Political Activity
Husain Haqqani
Pakistan : Between Mosque and Military. — Lahore :
Vanguard Books, 2005. — 397p ; 28cm
(C053890-91)

323.095491 — Human Rights — Pakistan — Periodicals
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Islamabad
State of Human Right in 2005. — Lahore : The Authority,
2006. — 319p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698324216 : Rs.250.00
(C052913-14)

324.9549106 — Elections — Pakistan
Democratization in Pakistan a study of the 2002 Election . —
Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006.— 241p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195979877 : Rs.495.00
(C053417)

Free, Fair and Credible Elections in Pakistan . — Lahore :
Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and
Transparency, 2005.— 19p ; 28cm - (Background Paper
August 2005)
ISBN 969-558-00992
(C054818)
324.9549105 — Elections — Pakistan
Gulmina Bilal
Conducting elections for public representatives: call for an independent. — Islamabad: Liberal Forum Pakistan, 2005. — 42p: Rs.300.00; 28cm (C052941)

ISBN 969-558-011-4 (C054807)

325.05491 — Local Government — Pakistan

325.4 — Immigrations — Europe
Immigration to Europe from South Asia and the Muslim World / edited by Naveed Ahmed Tahir. — Karachi: Area Study Centre for European, Karachi University, 2005. — 283p; 24cm
ISBN 9698551115 (C052886)

327.51054 — China — Relations — Asia
Proceedings of the international conference on China and the Emerging Asian Country.— Islamabad: ISSI, 2005. — 231p; 23cm: Rs.150.00 (C053183)

327.52059 — Japan — Foreign Relations — East Asia
Lutfullah Mangi
Japan's Northeast Asia Policy in the Post-Cold War Era. — Jamshoro: Area Study Centre Far East and South East Asia University of Sindh, 2005. — 153p; 24cm
ISBN 969-8783-02-4 (C054036-37)

327.54 — South Asia — Foreign Relations
ISBN 969-8181-02-4 (C053754) (C053907-08)

327.5491 — Pakistan — Foreign Policy

327.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Relation — India
Development of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy: Case Study on Comparisons of Lahore, Agra and Islamabad Summits. — Lahore: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 11p; 28cm - (Foreign Policy Case Study No.2) (C054809)

Ijaz Hussain


327.54910581 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — Afghanistan
Case Study on Recognition of Taliban: Development of Pakistan’s Foreign Policy. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 12p; 28cm - (Case Study No.3) (C054810)

328.335491 — Pakistan — Senate — Handbooks, Manuals, Etc.
Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad

328.5491 — Legislation — Pakistan
Committee system of the Provincial Assemblies of Pakistan. — Lahore: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 60p; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians) (C054788)

First 2 years of the 12th National Assembly of Pakistan. — Lahore: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 11p; 28cm (C054806)
328.5491 — Legislation — Pakistan

Orientation Workshop for MNAs on Rules of Procedures and conduct of business in the National Assembly: Proceedings of the Orientation Workshop for MNAs; held at Islamabad from August 29 to August 31, 2003.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development & Transparency, 2003.— 95p ; 28cm (C054794)

The Pakistani Parliamentary Delegation's Legislative Study Tour to India : August 28 - September, 2004.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 109p ; 28cm - (Study Tour Report) (C054805)

Parliamentary Committee System in Pakistan: Comparison with American, Australian, British and Indian systems.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 46p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians) (C054785)

328.549100255491 — Legislators — Pakistan — Directories

Directory of the Members of the Senate : Elected February 2003.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 37p ; 28cm (C054812)

Directory of the Members of the 12th National Assembly of Pakistan : Elected October 2002 Abridged Edition.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 33p ; 28cm (C054813)

328.549184073 — Legislators — Pakistan

Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians; Strengthening Democracy and Democratic Institutions in Pakistan: Being an Effective Parliamentarian.— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2006.— 15p ; 28cm ISBN 969-5580-19-X (C054193)

Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians; Strengthening Democracy and Democratic Institutions in Pakistan: How to be an Effective Parliamentarian?.— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2006.— 16p ; 28cm ISBN 969-5580-18-1 (C054192)

328.549184073082 — Women Legislators — Pakistan

Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians; Strengthening Democracy and Democratic Institutions in Pakistan: Briefing Paper for Pakistan Women Parliamentarians Being an Effective Committee Member.— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2006.— 20p ; 28cm ISBN 969-5580-20-3 (C054194)
330.076 — Economics — Examinations, Questions Etc.
Moeen-ud-Din
Economics (Model Papers) applying your skills.— Islamabad : Synergy Publishing (n. d.).— 96p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698888047 : Rs.68.00 (C053116)

330.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions
Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
The Economy of Pakistan : Revised and Updated / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2007.— 468p ; 24cm
ISBN 019-5473-11-6 (C054883)

Izzud-Din Pal
Islam and the economy of Pakistan a critical analysis of traditional interpretation. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 159p ; 22cm
ISBN 019547001X : Rs.395.00 (C052867)

Shahid Kardar
Reflections on Pakistan's Economy.— Lahore : Heritage Publishers, 2006. — 212p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-8958-00-2 (C054604)

330.95491—Pakistan— Economic Conditions — Serials
Pakistan. Economics Adviser's Wing, Finance Division, Islamabad
Pakistan Economic Survey 2005-06.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006. — various pages ; 28cm (C053739)

330.95491021 — Economic Indicators — Pakistan — Statistics
Naushaba Khatoon
Socio-Economic Indicators by Gender : A regional comparism for Pakistan / by Naushaba Khatoon ; edited by Aisha Bano.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2005. — 96p ; 28cm (C053152-53)

330.9549122 — Abbotabad (Pakistan) Economic Conditions

331.011 — Employee Rights — Pakistan
Understanding Labour Issues in Pakistan : Strengthening Democracy and Democratic Institutions in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2005.— 20p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians) (C054792)
331.095491 — Human Capital — Pakistan
Sabir, Muhammad
Province-wise Growth patterns in human capital accumulation / by Muhammad Sabir.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2005.— 21p ; 22cm - (Research Report No.60) (C053138-39)

331.1095491 — Manpower Supply — Pakistan
SAARC Human Resource Development Centre, Islamabad
Role of HRD in Achieving Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) : 30 May - June 2005. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 200p ; 28cm (C053920)

331.1104 — Human Resources — South Asia Year-books
ISBN 0195473639 (C054392)

331.11423095491—College Graduates—Employment—Pakistan
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Job Market Study of AIOU Business Graduates : in collaboration with international research foundation for open learning (IRFOL) UK. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 112p ; 28cm (C054035)

332.042 — Capital Movement — Pakistan
Rizwana Siddiqui
Poverty-Reducing or Poverty-Inducing? : A CGE-Based Analysis of Foreign Capital Inflows in Pakistan.— Quaid-i-Azam University, 2006. — 43p ; 28cm (C054054-55)

332.1076 — Bank and Banking — Examinations, Questions Etc.
Moeen-ud-Din
Banking (objection type) checking you skill. — Rev. ed.. — Islamabad : Synergy Publishing (n.d.). — 120p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698888039 : Rs.68.00 (C053115)

332.1095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan
Burki, Abid A.

Faiza A. Chaudary
Corporate Governance in the Financial Sector Pakistan.— Lahore : University of Management Sciences, 2006.— 33p - ; 28cm (CMER Working Paper Series) (C054834)
332.1095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan
Khalid, Ahmed M.
Corporate Governance for Banks in Pakistan: Recent Developments and Regional Comparism / by Ahmed M. Khalid.— Lahore: LUMS, 2005.— 29p ; 28cm — (Corporate Governance for Banks in Pakistan)
ISBN 9698905162 (C053161)

Nailm Sipra

332.11095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan — Year-books
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi

332.414 — Devaluation of Currency
Zahid Ali, S.
ISBN 969-8904-16-2 (C053897)

332.456 — Foreign Exchange Rate — Pakistan
Shaghil Ahmed

332.632042095491 — Stack Companies — Pakistan — Financial Statements
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi


332.632095491 — Securities — Pakistan — Statistics
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi
Equity Yields on Ordinary Shares : June 2005.— Karachi: The Authority, 2006. — 84p ; 28cm (C054882)
332.6322 — Stocks — Pakistan
Shah, Sikander Ahmed
ISBN 969-8904-03-0 (C053896)

332.6327 — Mutual Funds — Pakistan
Moeen Cheema
The Role of Mutual Funds and Non-Banking Financial Companies in Corporate Governance in Pakistan : CMER working Paper No.06-47. — Lahore : Lahore University of Management Sciences, 2006. — 25p ; 28cm
ISBN 969-8904-24-3 (C054048)

333.709549122 — Natural Resource — Abbottabad
Abbotabad state of the environment and development. — Abbottabad : IUCN, 2004.— 135p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698141723 (C052951)

333.70954918 — Environmental Issues — Sind
Sindh state of environment and development. — Karachi : IUCN, 2004. — 423p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698141642 (C052953)

333.7924095491 — Nuclear Energy — Pakistan — Year-books
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, Islamabad

333.910095491 — Water Resources Development — Pakistan
Bibliography of Water Resources Research at NARC. — Islamabad : National Agricultural Research Centre, 2006. — 68p ; 24cm (C053759)

Issues of Water Resources in Pakistan. — Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2003.— 50p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians) (C054779)

Issues of Water Resources in Pakistan : Briefing session for Parliamentarians. — Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 91p ; 28cm - (Briefing Session for Parliamentarians Proceedings) (C054796)

World Bank, Islamabad
Pakistan's water economy : running dry. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 121p ; 24cm (C052950)
335.0095491 — Pakistan Army — History
Cloughley, Brain
A History of the Pakistan Army: wars and insurrections / by Brain Cloughley.— 3rd ed.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2006.— 395p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195473345 : Rs.595.00 (C053904)

336.20095491 — Taxation — Pakistan
Munawar Hussain, Mirza
Federal Taxes in Pakistan (as amended by finance act, 2005) / by Mirza Munawar Hussain.— 2nd ed.— Lahore: Iqbal Brother Publisher, 2005.— 1106p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698624198 : Rs.500.00 (C052897)

Introduction to Taxation Tax year 2005 income tax, sale tax / by Mirza Munawar Hussain.— Lahore: Iqbal Brother Publisher, 2004.— 495p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698624104 : Rs.200.00 (C052900)

Introduction to Taxation Tax year 2006 / by Mirza Munawar Hussain.— 3rd ed.— Lahore: Iqbal Brother Publisher, 2005.— 456p ; 24cm
ISBN 9696824201 : Rs.225.00 (C052899)

336.5491 — Revenue — Pakistan — Yearbooks
Central Board of Revenue, Islamabad
CBR Year Book 2004-2005.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2006.— 261p ; 28cm (C054400)

337.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Economic Relations — India
Burki, Abid A.
Prospects of wheat and sugar trade between India and Pakistan: a simple welfare analysis / by Abid A. Burki.— Lahore: LUMS, 2006.— 47p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698905286 (C053163)

337.5491059 — Pakistan — Foreign Economic Relations—South East Asia
Malik, Ahmad Rashid
Pakistan's Vision East Asia: Pursuing economic diplomacy in the age of globalisation in East Asia and beyond / by Ahmad Rashid Malik.— Islamabad: Policy Research Institute, 2006.— 102p ; 28cm (C054205-06)

338.04 — Entrepreneurship
Khan, Farzad R.
How the West Was Won? The Dark Side of Institutional Entrepreneurship / by Farzad R. Khan.— Lahore: Lahore University of Management Sciences, 2006.— 23p ; 28cm - (CMER Working Paper Series)
ISBN 9698905383 (C054835)
338.1095491 — Agriculture Economic aspects — Pakistan
Khan, Abdul Aleem
Agricultural terms of trade in Pakistan : Issues of profitability and standard of living of the farmers / by Abdul Aleem Khan.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2005.— 23p ; 28cm (C053150-51)

Maroo-Ara Tharparkar Arid Region Development Coordination Council, Mithi
Estimation of Economic Losses Due to Drought in the Thar Desert : Study Report Tharparkar.— Mithi : The Authority, 2006.— 24p ; 22cm (C054557)

Proceedings Biodiversity for Food Security World Food days, Oct 16-2004.— Faisalabad : University of Agriculture, 2006.— 64p ; 28cm : Rs.100.00 (C053165-66)

338.34233 — Buses — Transportation Services
Potential of CNG Buses in Pakistan.— Islamabad : Engineering Development Board, 2006. — various pages ; 24cm (C054598)

338.372095491 — Fisheries — Pakistan — Statistics
Pakistan. Marine Fisheries Department, Karachi
Handbook of Fisheries Statistics of Pakistan 2003.— Karachi : The Authority, 2006.— 19.— various pages ; 24cm (C054601)

338.4095491 — Manufacturing Industries — Government Policy — Pakistan
Iffat Ara
Is Pakistan’s manufacturing sector competitive?.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2005.— 28p ; 28cm (C053146-47)

338.47915491 — Tourism Trade — Pakistan
Pakistan. Ministry of Tourism, Islamabad
Adventure Tourism in Pakistan 2004.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 100p ; 24cm
ISBN 33847915491 (C052903)
Tourism in Pakistan 2005.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 79p ; 24cm (C054555)
Tourist price indices 2004-05.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 57p ; 24cm (C053125)

338.4964794 — Hotel — Pakistan
Pakistan. Ministry of Tourism, Islamabad
Hotel Industry in Pakistan-2004.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2004.— 63p ; 24cm (C053124)
338.642095491005 — Small Business — Pakistan — Serials
Pakistan. Ministry of Industries, Production and Special
Initiatives, Small & Medium Enterprise Development
Authority, Lahore
Annual Report 2005.— Lahore : The Authority, 2005.— 89p ; 24cm
(C054556)

338.90095491— Economic Development
SACHET
Annual report 2004-2005.— Islamabad : SACHET,
2005.— 58p ; 28cm
(C052888)

338.90095491 — Pakistan — Social Policy
Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi
Social development in Pakistan : Annual review 2004.—
Karachi : The Authority, 2005.— 198p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698407022
(C053156)

338.954 — Sustainable Development — South Asia — Congresses
At The Crossroads : South Asian Research, Policy and
Development in a Globalized World.— Karachi : Sustainable
Development Policy Institute, 2007.— 413p ; 28cm
ISBN 969-8784-50-0
(C054914-15)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy
Burki, Abid A.
Effects of A locative inefficiency on resource allocation and
energy substitution in Pakistan's manufacturing / by Abid A.
Burki.— Lahore : Lahore University Management Services,
2005.— 22p ; 28cm - (CMER Working paper series)
ISBN 969-8905-01-4
(C052929)

Effects of A locative Inefficiency on Resource Allocation and
Energy Substitution in Pakistan’s Manufacturing : CMER
Working Paper No.04-30 / by Abid A. Burki.— Lahore :
Lahore University of Management Sciences, 2005.— 18p ;
28cm
ISBN 969-8904-01-4
(C053895)

Kaiser Bengali
Provincial Accounts of Pakistan : Methodology and estimates
Centre, 2005.— 79p ; 28cm
(C053154-55)

Pakistan : A Resilient Economy.—(S.L) : Global Agenda,2006.—
79p ; 22cm
(C054174-77)

Shaghil Ahmed
Special report : The economy in the aftermath of the
earthquake.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development
Centre, 2005.— 17p ; 28cm
(C053144-45)
338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy
Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi
State of the economy : An overheating economy annual review 2005.— Karachi : The Authority, 2005.— 32p ; 24cm (C053142-43)

The State of Pakistan's Economy : Third Quarterly Report for the Year 2005-06 of the Central Board of State Bank of Pakistan.— Karachi : State Bank of Pakistan, 2006.— 105p ; 24cm (C054382)

Suleri, Abid Qaiyum
Social Dimension of Globalization? : A cast of Pakistan / by Abid Qaiyum Suleri.— Islamabad : Journalists for Democracy and Human Rights, 2004.— 218p ; 28cm ISBN 969-8853-00-6 (C053582)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Poverty
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Annual Report 2005.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 64p ; 28cm (C053570)


Resource Distribution and Poverty in Pakistan / ed. by Sikander Brohi.— Karachi : SZAVIST, 2004.— 259p ; 28cm (C054396)

338.95491 — WTO — Pakistan
The WTO Regime and Implications for Pakistan.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2003.— 24p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.4) (C054778)

340.59 — Domestic Relations (Islamic Law)
Mansoori, Muhammad Tahir
Family Law in Islam : Theory and Application / by Muhammad Tahir Mansoori.— Islamabad : Shariah Academy, 2006.— 263p ; 24cm ISBN 969-8263-48-9 (C054609)

341.247 — SAARC Countries — Serials
SAARC Human Resource Development Centre, Islamabad
Annual Report 2005.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 36p ; 28cm (C054907)
342.5491 — Freedom of Information — Pakistan
Freedom of Information.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 28p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.14) (C054786-87)

342.549102 — Constitutional Law — Pakistan
A Comparative study of the constitutions of Pakistan & India.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 16p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.18) (C054791)

Overview of the Constitution of Pakistan.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 20p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.17) (C054790)

342.549103 — Constitutional Law — Pakistan — Amendments
Amendments to the Constitution of Pakistan.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 24p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.16) (C054789)

342.5491052 — Income Tax Law
Access to Income Tax Law Tax year 2006 / edited by Mirza Munawar Hussain.— 2nd ed.— Lahore : Iqbal Brother Publisher, 2005.— 513p ; 24cm : Rs.250.00 (C052901)

344.5491046 — Environmental Law — Pakistan
Environmental Law in Pakistan : Governing Natural Resources and the Processes & Institutions that Affect Them Federal.— Karachi : IUCN, 2005.— 78p ; 24cm ISBN 9698141782 (C053556)

345.5491002623 — Criminal Law — Pakistan
Yousafzai, Hassan M.
Towards understanding Pukhtoon Jirga : an indigenous way of....... / by Hassan M. Yousafzai.— Peshawar : Just Peace International, 2005.— 112p ; 24cm (C052944)

345.5491056 — Speedy Trials — Pakistan — Periodicals
National Judicial Policy Making Committee, Islamabad
Administrative tribunals and special cards : Annual report 2004.— Islamabad : Law & Justice Commission of Pakistan, 2005.— 194p ; 24cm (C052956)

346.549104805 — Copyright — Pakistan — Serials
346.549106626 — Consolidation and Merger of Corporations — Law and Legislation — Pakistan

Shah, Sikandar Ahmed
Mergers and the rights of minority shareholders in Pakistan / by Sikandar Ahmed Shah.— Lahore : Lahore University Management Services, 2005.— 22p ; 28cm - (CMER Working paper Series)
ISBN 9698905030 (C052930-31)

347.549101005 — Courts, Islamic — Pakistan — Serials

Pakistan. Federal Shariat Court, Islamabad
Federal Shariat Court : Annual report 2004.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2004.— 104p ; 28cm (C052954)

347.5491013 — Courts — Pakistan
Judicial Statistics of Pakistan 2004.— Islamabad : Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan, 2005.— 200p ; 24cm (C052955)

347.5491092 — Judges — Autobiography

Javid Iqbal
Encounters with destiny : autobiographical reflections a translation of apna grebann chaak / by Javid Iqbal ; translated by Hafeez Malik, Nasira Iqbal.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006.— 334p ; 22m
ISBN 0195471423 (C053905)

351.722095491 — Budget — Pakistan

Budgeting for Poverty Reduction.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 20p ; 28cm - (Background Paper) (C054821)

The Federal Budget Process in Pakistan. — Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development & Transparency, 2003.— 23p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians) (C054775)

Khan, Omar Ayub
Budget Speech Mr. Omar Ayub Khan Minister of State for Finance 2006-2007 / by Omar Ayub Khan.— Islamabad : Finance Division, 2006.— 39p ; 24cm (C053741)

Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
Annual Budget Statement 2006-2007.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 31p ; 24cm (C053742)

Demands for Grants and Appropriations 2006-2007.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 419p ; 24cm (C053746)
351.722095491 — Budget — Pakistan
Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
Estimates of Foreign Assistance 2006-2007.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 37p ; 24cm (C053744)

Explanatory Memorandum on Federal Receipts 2006-2007.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 83p ; 24cm (C053745)

Federal Budget in Brief 2006-2007.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 41p ; 24cm (C053743)

Poverty Reduction and the Budget : June 07, 2004 Serena Hotel, Islamabad. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 92p ; 28cm - (Briefing Session for Parliamentarians and Parliamentary Staff Proceedings) (C054798)

Provincial Budget Process : How can the MPAs make effective contribution?.— Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004.— 23p ; 28cm - (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Provincial Legislators) (C054782)


351.7220954912 — Budget — N.W.F(Pakistan) — 2005-2006
North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar

Budget Memorandum for 2006-0227.— Peshawar : The Authority, 2006.— Vol.4. — 114p ; 24cm (C053878)


North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar
Demands for Grants Development Expenditure for 2006-2007 (Part-C).— Peshawar : The Authority, 2006.— Vol.3.— 164p ; 24cm (C053876)


Supplementary Budget Statement for 2005-2006.— Peshawar : The Authority, 2006.— 195p ; 24cm (C053872)

White Paper 2006-2007.— Peshawar : The Authority, 2006.— various pages ; 24cm (C053871)

351.7220954914 — Budget — Punjab (Pakistan)
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore
Annual Budget Statement for 2006-2007.— Lahore : The Authority, 2006. — 56p ; 24cm (C053884)

Estimates of Charges Expenditure and Demands for Grants : (Development) for 2006-2007.— Lahore : The Authority, 2005. — 1279p ; 24cm (C053886)


Pre Budget Address of Ch. Pervaiz Elahi : Chief Minister, Punjab June 13, 2006.— Lahore : The Authority, 2006.— 76p ; 24cm (C053885)

White Paper Budget 2006-2007.— Lahore : The Authority, 2006.— 114p ; 24cm (C053883)

352.05491 — Local Government — Pakistan
Asif Khan
Future of district Government. — Islamabad : Liberal Forum Pakistan, 2005.— 55p ; 22cm (C052942)

352.05491 — Local Government — Pakistan


352.3506095491 — Criminal Liability — Pakistan — Institutionary Etc.
National Accountability Bureau, Islamabad
NABs Annual report 2005. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 132p ; 24cm (C053383)

354.5491005 — Government Executives — Pakistan — Serials
Pakistan. Cabinet Division, Cabinet Secretariat, Islamabad
Year Book 2004-2005 : Cabinet Division. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2006. — 111p ; 24cm : Rs.5000.00 (C052912)

354.549101 — Bureaucracy — Pakistan
Ali Cheema

355.0095491 — Battlefields — History — Pakistan
Torrens-Spence, Johnny
Historic Battlefields of Pakistan / by Johnny Torrens-Spence. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 140p ; 22cm ISBN 0195978978 : Rs.495.00 (C053366)

355.03305491 — National Security Council (Pakistan)

355.7095491 — Fortifications — Pakistan
National Institute of Historical and Research Centre, Islamabad
Historical Forts in Pakistan / edited by Shaikh Khurshid Hasan. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 170p ; 24cm ISBN 9694150698 : Rs.1000.00 (C053385)
361.0095491005 — Social Welfare — Year-books
   Pakistan. Ministry of Social Welfare & Special Education, Islamabad
   Year Book 2004-05.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 80p ; 24cm
   (C053911-15)

361.3630954913—Non Governmental Organizations — Northern Areas
   Friedrich Naumann Stifting, Islamabad
   20 Years of first working together for freedom in Pakistan.—
   Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 82p ; 24cm (C053421)

   Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Lahore
   Annual Report 2003-2004.— Lahore : The Authority, 2004.— 77p ; 28cm (C054803)

   Pakistan. Ministry of Education, Islamabad
   Directory of donors assistance for Pakistan's education sector.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 172p ; 24cm
   (C053916-17)

   Valleys in Transition : Twenty Years of AKRSP's Experience in
   Northern Pakistan / edited by Geof and Abdul Malik Wood.—
   Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006.— 522p ; 22cm
   ISBN 0195473272 (C054390)

362.12095491 — Health Facilities — Pakistan
   Zaki Hasan, K.
   Public Health challenges in Pakistan / by K. Zaki Hasan.—
   Karachi : Sama Publication, 2005.— 203p ; 22cm
   ISBN 9698784446 : Rs.424.00 (C053181-82)

362.18 — Emergency Services
   Independent Bureau for Humanitarian Issues, Islamabad
   Basic Tenets of : Humanitarian Action in Emergency
   Situations.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2006.— 147p ; 24cm
   (C054186)

362.1969940095491— Cancer — Prevention
   Hina Shahid
   Cancer : Social Implications of Treatment and Financial Burdon.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2005. — 22p ; 28cm (C053140-41)
362.76 — Child Abuse — Pakistan
Anwar, Muhammad
Child Trafficking for Camel Races a perspective from Pakistan / by Muhammad Anwar.— Karachi : Centre for Research and Social Development, 2005.— 53p ; 22cm (C052947-49)

362.87095491 — Pakistan Economic Conditions
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Driving Ambitions : Case study.— Islamabad : The Authority (n.d.).— 17p ; 24cm (C053751)
Foundation for Tomorrow : Case Study.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2005.— 20p ; 24cm (C054401)

362.87095491 — Refugees — Pakistan
Voluntary Repatriation from Pakistan 2005.— Islamabad : United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 2005.— 21p ; 22cm (C053635)

363.345 — Emergency Management
Kazmi, Zulfiqar Hussain Shah
Security & Disaster Management : Handbook of Security / by Zulfiqar Hussain Shah Kazmi.— Islamabad : The Author, 2006.— 208p ; 24cm (C054839)

363.96 — Birth Control
Klugman, Barbara
Reproductive health for all : taking account of power dynamics between men and women / by Barbara Klugman.— Lahore : Shirkat Gah, 2002.— 192p ; 24cm ISBN 1868382931 (C054403)

364.15520954918 — Robbers and outlaws
Imdad Hussain
Decade of the Dacoits. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2005. — 195p ; 22cm : Rs.350.00 (C052915)

368.420095491 — Healthcare Financing — Pakistan
The Network for Consumer Protection, Islamabad

370.153 — General Knowledge — Study & Teaching
Mahmooda Anwar Hussain
Impression General Knowledge Part One Kindergarten.— (S.L) : The Author (n.d.).— 74p ; 24cm (C053543)
Impression General Knowledge Part Two Kindergarten.— (S.L) : The Author (n.d.).— 83p ; 24cm (C053546)
Impression Patterns Pre-Nursery.— (S.L) : The Author (n.d.).— 68p ; 22cm (C053553)
370.1934609 — School — Rural Education
Village Schools: a History of Rural Elementary Education from the eighteenth to the twenty first Century in Prose and Verse / edited by John Proctor. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2005.— 246p ; 24cm
ISBN 0195979966 : Rs.350.00 (C053368)

370.5491021 — School Statistics — Pakistan — 2004-2005
Shami, Pervez A.
Pakistan Education Statistics : District Education Statistics Public Schools 2004-05 / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006.— 65p ; 28cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.199)
ISBN 9694441404 (C054900)

370.78095491 — Education — Research — Pakistan
University of Agriculture, Faisalabad
100 Years of Excellence in Education and Research / edited by Abdul Ghafoor. — Faisalabad : The Authority, 2006.— Vol.I. — 498p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698237089 : RS.300.00 (C053175-78)

370.95491 — Education — Pakistan
Shami, Pervez A.
Access and Equity in Basic Education / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2005.— 41p ; 28cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.209) (C054895)

Access and Equity in Basic Education / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2005.— 68p ; 28cm (C054898)

Comparative Analysis of Educational Indicators 2003-04 & 2004-05 / by Pervez A. Shami.— Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006.— 84p ; 24cm (C054892)

Learning Achievement : Quantitative and Qualitative Data / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 53p ; 28cm (C054891)

National Education Core Indicators and Regional Comparison / by Pervez A. Shami.— Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2005.— 59p ; 24cm (C054893)
370.95491 — Education — Pakistan
Shami, Pervez A.
Quality of Education : Learning Achievement at Primary Level / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2005. — 49p ; 28cm
ISBN 969444134X (C054896)

370.9549182 — Education — Badin — Sind (Pakistan)
ISBN 9698141758 (C052952)

371.5491 — School Education — Pakistan
Shami, Pervez A.
Retention and Transition Patterns of Children at School Education 1995-96 to 2004-05 / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 48p ; 24cm (C054902)

371.54912 — School Education — N.W.F.P. (Pakistan)
Shami, Pervez A.
Retention and Transition Patterns of Children at School Education 1995-96 to 2004-05 NWFP / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 47p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-4441-45-5 (C054904)

371.54914 — School Education — Punjab (Pakistan)
Shami, Pervez A.
Retention and Transition Patterns of Children at School Education 1995-96 to 2004-05 Punjab / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 48p ; 24cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.202)
ISBN 969-444-143-9 (C054903)

371.54915 — School Education — (Pakistan)
Shami, Pervez A.
Retention and Transition Patterns of Children at School Education 1995-96 to 2004-05 Balochistan / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 48p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-444-146-3 (C054906)

371.54918 — School Education — Sindh (Pakistan)
Shami, Pervez A.
Retention and Transition Patterns of Children at School Education 1995-96 to 2004-05 Sindh / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 48p ; 24cm
ISBN 9694441447 (C054905)
371.9 — Special Education
Gulnaz Zahid
Helping child to cope dyslexia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder: single-case study. — Peshawar: The Author, 2006. — 110p ; 22cm (C053587-88)

372.216 — Nursery Schools
Mahmooda Anwar Hussain
Impression patterns nursery. — (S.L) : The Author, (n.d). — 68p ; 24cm (C053551)

372.4 — Reading (Elementary)


Ufaq: Sound to words. — Karachi: Educational Research Institute (n.d.). — 12p ; 28cm (C053605-06)


372.4 — Reading (Elementary)


372.5491 — Elementary Education — Pakistan

Shami, Pervez A.
Elementary Education in Pakistan / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational Planning and Management, 2006. — 115p ; 24cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.194)
ISBN 969-444-135-8 (C054890)

372.7044 — Mathematics — Study and Teaching

Mahmooda Anwar Hussain
Impression Maths Part One Nursery. — (S.L) : The Author (n.d.). — 90p ; 24cm (C053547)

Impression Maths Part Two nursery. — (S.L) : The Author, (n.d). — 110p ; 24cm (C053548)

Impression Maths Pre-Nursery. — (S.L) : The Author (n.d.).— 68p ; 24cm (C053554)


372.83 — Social Science — Study and Teaching (Primary) — Guide — Books

Rehmat Ebrahim

378.0079 — Education, Higher — Endowments

Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Islamabad
21st Medal prize distribution ceremony SSC & HSSC Examinations 2005. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — various pages ; 24cm (C052943)
378.0079 — Education, Higher — Endowments
Federal Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Islamabad
22nd Medal and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2006. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2006. — 29p ; 24cm (C054840)

379.5491 — Educational Planning — Pakistan
Pakistan. Ministry of Education, Islamabad

Shami, Pervez A.
Development of Education in Pakistan / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 88p ; 28cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.193)
ISBN 969-444-128-5 (C054889)

Education Sector Reforms / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 35p ; 28cm - (AEPAM Research Study No.200)
ISBN 969-444-141-2 (C054899)

Educational Planning and Management & Management Information System : Terms, Concepts and Definitions / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2006. — 138p ; 24cm (C054897)

Professional Requirements of Education Managers under Devolution plan / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management, 2005.— 64p ; 24cm (C054894)

379.5491021 — Education — Pakistan — Statistics
ISBN 9694441390 (C054901)

381.30605491—Consumer Protection—Pakistan—Associations, Institutions Etc.
The Network for Consumer Protection, Islamabad
382.0954 — Free Trade — South Asia
(C054795)

The South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA): Advantages and Challenges for Pakistan.— Lahore: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2004. — 28p; 28cm (Briefing Paper for Pakistani Parliamentarians No.8)
(C054780)

382.095491 — Pakistan — Commerce
Pakistan. Senate, Islamabad
(C053185)

382.17095491 — Balance of Payments — Pakistan
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi
(C053752)

382.4125095491 — Cotton Trade — Pakistan
Turab Hussain, S. M.
ISBN 9698905145
(C053157)

382.71 — Free Trade
Zahid Ali, S.
ISBN 969-8904-36-7
(C054047)

382.92095491 — World Trade Organization — Pakistan
Briefing Session for Parliamentarians on the WTO Regime and Implications for Pakistan: The WTO Regime and Implications for Pakistan: Proceedings of the Briefing Section for Parliamentarians; held at Islamabad on August 18, 2003. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, 2003. — 128p; 28cm
(C054826)

384.0605491 — Telecommunication — Pakistan — Yearbooks
Pakistan Telecommunication Authority, Islamabad
ISBN 969-8667-44-X
(C054600)
384.54 — Radio Broadcasting
Khattak, Aslam Khan
Role of Radio / by Aslam Khan Khattak. — Rawalpindi : The Author, 2006. — 229p ; 24cm
(C053583)

421.52 — English Language — Alphabets — Study & Teaching
( Elementary)
Mahmooda Anwar Hussain
Impression English Pre-Nursery.— (S.L) : The Author (n.d.).— 123p ; 24cm
(C053552)

421.52 — English Language — Alphabets — Study & Teaching
(Primary)
(C053619-20)
(C053621-22)
(C053623-24)
(C053625-26)
(C053627-28)
(C053629-30)
(C053631-32)
(C053633-34)

Mahmooda Anwar Hussain
Impression English Capital letters nursery. — (S.L) : The Author, (n.d). — 67p ; 22cm
(C053550)
Impression English Small letters nursery. — (S.L) : The Author, (n.d). — 141p ; 22cm
(C053549)

Win with alphabet writing : Small letters.— Rawalpindi : Win Publishers, 2005. — 56p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-5530-02-8
(C053540)
421.52 — English Language — Study and Teaching (Primary)
Mahmooda Anwar Hussain

Impression English Part Two Kindergarten. — (S.L) : The Author (n.d.). — 87p ; 24cm (C053545)


425 — English Language — Grammar
Clutterbuck, Peter
Grammar with a grin Lower Primary / by Peter Clutterbuck. — Karachi : Sunrise Publications, 2005. — 64p ; 24cm ISBN 9695050719 (C053117)

Grammar with a grin Middle Primary / by Peter Clutterbuck.— Karachi : Sunrise Publications, 2005. — 64p ; 24cm ISBN 9695050727 (C053118)

Grammar with a grin Upper Primary / by Peter Clutterbuck.— Karachi : Sunrise Publications, 2005. — 64p ; 24cm ISBN 9695050735 (C053119)

491.4391 — Urdu Alphabets
Tariq Hameed
Urdu. — (S.L) : (S.N), 2006. — various pages ; 24cm (C054397)

499.992 — Pacific Area — Languages
Butler, Montagu C.
Esperanto for beginners / by Montagu C. Butler. — Murree : Pakistan Esperanto Association, 1998— 30p ; 24 (C054372)

Stuttard, Mason
The Esperanto teacher : text-book of the international language with special emphasis on the needs of the non-grammarian and the home-student / by Mason Stuttard. — Murree : Pakistan Esperanto Association, 2002. — 105p ; 22cm (C054374)

500 — Science — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Essays on Science : felicitation volume in honour of Prof. Wolfgang Voelter / edited by Sadia Rashid. — Karachi : Hamdard Foundation Pakistan, 2006. — 317p : Rs.750.00 (C053123)
500 — Communication in Science
Abdul Ghafoor
Fundamentals of scientific communications & presentations.— Faisalabad : University of Agriculture, 2006. — 190p ; 24cm
ISBN 9695470017 : Rs.400.00 (C053126)

507.2 — Nobel Prize Winners
Butt, N. M.
Young Pakistani Scholars Meet Nobel Laureates in Lindau (Germany) : The Report of the 55th Meeting of Nobel Laureates in Lindau from June 26 - July 1, 2005 and Science Visit to Universities and Research Institution in Germany / by N. M. Butt. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences, 2005. — 213p ; 28cm (C054185)

507.205491 — Science — Research — Pakistan

551.22095491 — Earthquake — Pakistan
Church World Service Pakistan, Karachi
The Himalayan nightmare.— Karachi : The Authority, 2006. — 127p ; 24cm (C052894)

Moving Forward Together : Emotional Well-being after Disasters, a manual for relief workers.— Lahore : Shiekat Gah, 2006. — 42p ; 24cm (C054171)


United Arab Emirates earthquake relief efforts in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Embassy of the U.A.E., 2005. — various pages ; 24cm (C053120)

571.96 — Host — Parasite Relationships — Genetic Aspects
Bhutta, Riaz Ahmad
Elementary Immunology / by Riaz Ahmad Bhutta. — Multan : Nishtar Book Publishers, 2006. — 232p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-9016-00-0 (C053889)

572.076 — Biochemistry
Saima Fahim
Review of Experimental Biochemistry. — Karachi : Time Publisher, 2005. — 124p ; 24cm : Rs.70.00 (C052924)
576 — Microbiology
Awan, Javaid Aziz
ISBN 969-8543-13-9 (C054669)

576 — Microbiology
Khan, Abdul Mobin
ISBN 9698261192 : Rs.90.00 (C052923)

579.3 — Bacteria
Abdul Wahid
ISBN 969-4170-85-0 (C054381) (C054190)

599.0968 — Mammals — Pakistan — Guide — books
Roberts, T. J.
Field guide to the large and medium sized mammals of Pakistan / by T. J. Roberts. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2005. — 259p ; 22cm
ISBN 0195795687 : Rs.275.00 (C053370-71)

601.6 — Agriculture — Bibliographies
University of Agriculture, Faisalabad
ISBN 9698237127 : Rs.400.00 (C053173-74)

610.705491 — Medical Education — Pakistan
Jafarey, N. A.
Medical Education a collection of articles / by N. A. Jafarey. — Karachi : Ziauddin Medical University, 2005. — 198p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698423117 (C052871-72)

611.314 — Teeth — Anatomy
Fuller, James L.
ISBN 969-8977-00-7 (C053918)

612.1 — Heart — Juvenile Literature
My Heart. — Karachi : Book Group, 2006. — 11p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-550-012-9 : Rs.40.00 (C054908-09)
614 — Alternative Medicine
   Iqbal Azhar
   Complementary and Alternative Medicine. — Karachi : Research Institute of Industryunic Medicine, 2005. — 107p ; 22cm
   ISBN 9698678042 (C053122)

614.44 — Nosocomial Infections — Epidemiology

615 — Pharmacology
   S. I. Ahmad

615.321 — Medicinal Plants
   Aslam, Muhammad
   Introduction of Medicinal Herbs and Spices as Crop / by Muhammad Aslam. — Islamabad : Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, 2006. — 86p ; 28cm (C054201-02)

616 — Medical Microbiology
   Qamar, Ali Raza
   AAA Medical Microbiology : for MBBS, BDS, Pharmacy and Nursing Students / by Ali Raza Qamar. — Lahore : Allama Iqbal Medical College, 2005. — 332p ; 24cm (C054187)

616.07 — Clinical Biochemistry — Study and Teaching
   Hashmi, Iftikhar Hussain
   Textbook of Medical Biochemistry / by Iftikhar Hussain Hashmi. — 2nd. ed..— Lahore : Allama Iqbal Medical College (n.d.). — 456p ; 24cm (C053557)

616.07 — Pathology
   Qamar, Ali Raza
   All's Vivid Concepts in General Pathology for MBBS, BDS and Pharmacy Students / by Ali Raza Qamar. — Lahore : Allama Iqbal Medical College, 2005. — 276p ; 24cm: Rs.200.00 (C054188)

616.075 — Clinical Medicine
   Noor-ul-Iman
616.1025—Cardiovascular System—Diseases — Popular Works
Moos, Daniel D.
Cario-Pulmonary Resuscitation / by Daniel D. Moos. — Peshawar : InterLit Foundation, 2006. — 82p ; 21cm
ISBN 969-8343-34-2 (C054179)

616.89 — Clinical Psychology
Akram, Muhammad
Basis of Clinical Physiology / by Muhammad Akram. — Lahore : King Edward Medical University, 2006. — 458p ; 22cm
(C053591-92)

616.89 — Clinical Psychology
Sajid, Wahid Bakhsh
ISBN 9698937005 (C052922)

616.89 — Psychiatry
Psychiatry Up date. — Lahore : Booklet Publication, 2005. — 38p ; 24cm (C052873-77)

616.89 — Psychiatry — Addresses, Essays, Lectures Etc.
Chaudhry, Haroon Rashid
Reflections / by Haroon Rashid Chaudhry. — Lahore : The Author, 2004. — 51p ; 24cm : Rs.500.00 (C052907)

616.8914 — Mind and Body — Therapies
Azeemi, Maqsood-ul-Hassan
(C053036)

616.96 — Phraseology
Zafar Iqbal

617.6059 — Dentistry, Operative — Atlases
Evans, Joseph R.

617.606074 — Dental Therapeutics — Exhibitions
Asia Pacific Dental Congress (28th : Karachi, Pakistan), Karachi
617.69 — Dentistry


618.24 — Parental Care — Obstetrics
Majeed Memon
Illustrated obstetrics. — 15th ed. — Karachi: Time Publisher, 2005. — 328p ; 24cm
ISBN 9698261176 : Rs.330.00  (C052880)

621.30605491 — Electric Engineers — Pakistan — Associations, Institutions Etc.
Abdul Haque, Muhammad
History of the Institution of Electrical Engineers Pakistan / by Muhammad Abdul Haque. — Lahore: The Institute of Electrical Engineers Pakistan, 1988. — 142p ; 22cm
ISBN 9698261176 : Rs.330.00  (C054196)

(C054195)

621.3815 — Digital Electronic
Altaf Mukati
Fault diagnosis and testing of digital circuits with an introduction to error control coding: a practical approach. — Islamabad: Higher Education Commission, 2006. — 207p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-4170-95-8  (C054380)

621.382 — Telecommunication Systems
Lathi, B. P.
ISBN 019-5473-70-1  (C054884)

621.3822 — Signal Processing — Mathematics
Lathi, B. P.
ISBN 019-5473-71-X  (C054885)
629.13 — Aeronautics
Sadiq, Johnny

Come Fly with me / by Johnny Sadiq. — Karachi : The Author, 2006. — 269p ; 24cm (C054057)

630 — Agriculture — Guide — books

How to Grow your own food : for family, fun or profit. — Lahore : Shirkat Gah, 2003. — 56p ; 22cm (C053887-88)

630.71 — Agricultural Research — Pakistan
University of Agriculture, Faisalabad


Priority area of research 2005-2006 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor. — Faisalabad : The Authority, 2006. — 64p ; 28cm ISBN 9698237062 : Rs.100.00 (C053167-68)

630.72054918 — Nuclear Energy — Pakistan — Yearbook
Nuclear, Institute of Agriculture, Tandojam


630.95491 — Crops — Pakistan — Statistics
Pakistan. Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, Economic Wing, Islamabad

Crops Area Production : By Districts 2003-04 to 2004-05 / edited by Raja Abdul Hameed. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2006. — 211p ; 24cm (C054172)

630.95491005 — Agriculture — Pakistan — Serials
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad


Pakistan. Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, Islamabad

Year Book 2004-05. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2005. — 100p ; 24cm (C052878-79)
631.495494016 — Soils — Research — Pakistan — Bibliography
National Agricultural Research Centre, Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad
Bibliography of Soil Science Research at NARC. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2004. — 103p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-4091-62-4 (C054184)

631.8095491 — Fertilizer — Pakistan — Research
Pakistan. Planning and Development Division, National Fertilizer Development Centre, Islamabad
ISBN 9698066799 (C052945-46)

631.8095491005 — Fertilizers — Pakistan — Serials
Engro Chemical Pakistan, Karachi

632.6095491 — Agricultural Pests — Pakistan — Serials
Irshad, Mohammad
Insect pests of plants and their parasitoids, predators and pathogens in Pakistan / by Mohammad Irshad. — Islamabad : National Agriculture Research Centre, 2005. — 72p ; 28cm
ISBN 9698909001 (C052905)

636.08095491 — Livestock — Pakistan

Khan, Bakht Baidar


636.089 — Veterinary Medicine
Rizvi, Aamir Ismail
636.1 — Horseshoeing
Ashraf, Muhammad

636.214095491 — Dairy Farming — Pakistan
Burki, Abid A.

647.945910501 — Hotels — Pakistan — Directories

647.954910501 — Hotels — Pakistan — Guidebook
Pakistan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 2006 / edited by S.W.A. Maulai. — Karachi: The Editor, 2006. — 220p.; 21cm: Rs.100.00 (C052925)

657.046 — Accounting


657.046 — Accounting
657.046 — Accounting


657.046 — Accounting

ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Preparing Financial Statements
ISBN 9695248217 : Rs.450.00 (C054052)

ACCA Practice & Revision Kit Preparing Financial Statement
ISBN 9695248209 : Rs.450.00 (C054058)

ACCA Study Text Advanced Corporate Reporting International

ACCA Study Text Preparing Financial Statements UK Stream
ISBN 9695247342 : Rs.450.00 (C054059-60)

CAT Interactive Text Drafting Financial Statements (International
ISBN 969524761X : Rs.550.00 (C054135)

CAT Interactive Text Managing People and Systems Advanced
ISBN 9695247601 : Rs.550.00 (C054134)

CAT Practice and Revision Kit Accounting for Cost Intermediate
ISBN 9695248489 : Rs.400.00 (C054143)

CAT Practice and Revision Kit Recording Financial Transactions
ISBN 9695248438 : Rs.300.00 (C054140)

CIMA Study Text Management Accounting Fundamentals
ISBN 9695245927 : Rs.800.00 (C054107)

ISBN 9695248044 : Rs.350.00 (C054161)
657.046 — Accounting
   ISBN 9695248028 : Rs.700 (C054153)

   ISBN 9695247997 : Rs.350.00 (C054163)

657.046 — Accounting Business, Mathematics
   ISBN 9695247970 : Rs.350.00 (C054102)

657.046 — Accounting Company Law
   ISBN 9695247970 : Rs.400.00 (C054102)

657.046 — Accounting, Corporate Law
   ISBN 9695248063 : Rs.500.00 (C054158)

657.046 — Accounting — Examinations Questions — Etc.
   ACCA Study Text ACCA 2.3 business taxation (Pakistan). — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 286p ; 28cm
   ISBN 9695245897 : Rs.400.00 (C054079)

657.046 — Accounting Management
   ISBN 96952477568 : Rs.900.00 (C054120)

   ISBN 9695248001 : Rs.600.00 (C054157)
657.046 — Advance Accounting
ISBN 9695247954 : Rs.500.00 (C054138)

657.046 — Advanced Financial Accounting
ISBN 9695248071 : Rs.700.00 (C054156)

657.046 — Advanced Taxation
ISBN 9695248357 : Rs.500.00 (C054086)

657.046 — Auditing
ISBN 9695248322 : Rs.450.00 (C054083)

ISBN 9695248314 : Rs.450.00 (C054084)

ISBN 9695248349 : Rs.500.00 (C054085)


ISBN 969524730X : Rs.400.00 (C054103)

ISBN 9695247644 : Rs.550.00 (C054137)
657.046 — Auditing Finance
ISBN 9695247431 : Rs.600.00 (C054077)

657.046 — Business
ISBN 9695248381 : Rs.500.00 (C054089)

ISBN 9695247490 : Rs.700.00 (C054095)

ISBN 9695247946 : Rs.350.00 (C054101)

ISBN 9695245943 : Rs.450.00 (C054109)

657.046 — Business Accounting
ISBN 9695248373 : Rs.500.00 (C054088)

ISBN 9695244319 : Rs.450.00 (C054160)

657.046 — Business English
ISBN 9695244297 : Rs.350.00 (C054162)

657.046 — Business Law
ISBN 9695248268 : Rs.450.00 (C054070)

ISBN 969524825X : Rs.400.00 (C054071)
657.046 — Business Law
ISBN 969524596X : Rs.800.00 (C054111)

657.046 — Business Taxation
ACCA Study Text Business Taxation (Pakistan) paper 2.3. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 436p ; 28cm
ISBN 9695245897 : Rs.500.00 (C054072)

657.046 — Business Taxation Finance
ISBN 9695247881 : Rs.500.00 (C054073)

657.046 — Corporate and Business Law
ACCA Study Text Corporate and Business Law Global Paper 2.2. for exams in December, 2005 and June 2006. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 448p ; 28cm : Rs.600.00 (C054067)

ISBN 9695245889 : Rs.600.00 (C054069)


657.046 — Cost Accounting
ISBN 9695246222 : Rs.350.00 (C054104)

ISBN 969524808X : Rs.500.00 (C054154)

657.046 — Economics
ISBN 9695245951 : Rs.800.00 (C054110)
657.046 — Finance

ISBN 9695248411 : Rs.500.00 (C054091)

ISBN 9695247660 : Rs.550.00 (C054139)

ISBN 9695247547 : Rs.500.00 (C054130)

657.046 — Finance Accounting

ISBN 9695248276 : Rs.650.00 (C054076)

ISBN 9695247369 : Rs.500.00 (C054064)

ISBN 9695247415 : Rs.700.00 (C054075)

ISBN 9695246214 : Rs.400.00 (C054099)

ISBN 969524775X : Rs.900.00 (C054119)

ISBN 9695248160 : Rs.500.00 (C054127)
657.046 — Finance Accounting
ISBN 9695247741 : Rs.900.00 (C054118)
ISBN 9695245935 : Rs.800.00 (C054108)
ISBN 9695248036 : Rs.600.00 (C054152)
ISBN 9695248052 : Rs.750.00 (C054159)

657.046 — Financial Analysis
ISBN 9695248179 : Rs.500.00 (C054128)

657.046 — Financial Management
ISBN 9695248225 : Rs.450.00 (C054061)
ISBN 9695247350 : Rs.600.00 (C054062)
ISBN 9695247407 : Rs.750.00 (C054074)
ISBN 96952475120 : Rs.700.00 (C054097)
657.046 — Financial Reporting
ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Financial Reporting UK Stream
paper 2.5 for exams in 2006. — Lahore: B.P.P. Professional
Education, 2006. — 326p; 28cm
ISBN 9695248292: Rs.450.00 (C054081)

ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Financial Reporting
International Stream paper 2.5 for exams in 2006. — Lahore:
B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 322p; 28cm
ISBN 9695248306: Rs.450.00 (C054082)

ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Business Financial
Management and control paper 2.4 for exams in 2006. —
Lahore: B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 434p; 28cm
ISBN 9695248284: Rs.500.00 (C054080)

657.046 — Information System
ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Information Systems paper 2.1
for exams in 2006. — Lahore: B.P.P Professional Education,
2006. — 310p; 28cm
ISBN 9695248241: Rs.450.00 (C054065)

ACCA Study Text Information Systems Paper 2.1 for exams in
December, 2005 and June, 2006. — Lahore: B.P.P
Professional Education, 2006. — 348p; 28cm: Rs.500.00
(C054066)

657.046 — Integrated Management
CIMA Study Text Integrated Management Managerial Paper P-5
for exams in November, 2005 and May, 2006. — Lahore:
B.P.P. Professional Education, 2006. — 416p; 28cm
ISBN 9695247725: Rs.900.00 (C054116)

657.046 — Maintaining Financial
CAT Interactive Text Maintaining Financial Records
(International Stream) Intermediate Paper-3 for December,
2005 and June, 2006 exams. — Lahore: B.P.P. Professional
Education, 2006. — 328p; 28cm
ISBN 9695247571: Rs.550.00 (C054132)

657.046 — Management
ACCA Practice and Revision Kit Managing People Paper 1.3 for
exams in 2006. — Lahore: B.P.P Professional Education,
2006. — 170p; 28cm
ISBN 9695247660: Rs.350.00 (C054063)
657.046 — Management

ISBN 9695248365 : Rs.500.00 (C054087)

ISBN 9695247474 : Rs.700.00 (C054094)

ISBN 9695248144 : Rs.500.00 (C054125)

ISBN 9695248136 : Rs.500.00 (C054124)

ISBN 9695247717 : Rs.900.00 (C054115)

657.046 — Management Accounting

ISBN 9695248152 : Rs.500.00 (C054126)

ISBN 969524811X : Rs.500.00 (C054122)

ISBN 9695248187 : Rs.500.00 (C054129)

ISBN 9695248101 : Rs.500.00 (C054121)
657.046 — Management Accounting
ISBN 9695248128 : Rs.500.00 (C054123)

ISBN 9695247733 : Rs.900.00 (C054117)

ISBN 9695245986 : Rs.900.00 (C054113)

ISBN 9695247687 : Rs.900.00 (C054112)

ISBN 9695247709 : Rs.900.00 (C054114)

ISBN 9695247962 : Rs.500.00 (C054150)

657.046 — Management and Marketing
ISBN 9695248098 : Rs.800.00 (C054151)

657.046 — Management Control
ISBN 9695247563 : Rs.500.00 (C054131)
657.046 — Mercantile Law
ISBN 9695248640 : Rs.350.00 (C054098)

657.046 — Taxation

ISBN 9695247989 : Rs.350.00 (C054100)

658.15 — Accounting — Pakistan
Junaid Ashraf
ISBN 9698905111 (C052936-37) (C053159)

658.1511 — Managerial Accounting — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Tahir Mehmood, Mohyuddin
Management Accounting practice manual MBA / by Mohyuddin Tahir Mehmood. — Lahore : Iqbal Brother Publisher, 2005. — 285p ; 28cm
ISBN 96986241X : Rs.175.00 (C052902)

658.4 — Corporate Government — Pakistan
Ghani, Waqar I.
ISBN 9698905073 (C053899) (C052932)

Rais, Rasul Bakhsh
ISBN 9698905081 (C052934-35) (C053894)
658.402 — Family — Owned Business Enterprises — Pakistan
Atif Ikram
ISBN 969890512X (C052938) (C053160)

658.4058 — Executive Management
Abdul Ghani, Jawad
The Economics of outsourcing in a De-integrating industry / by Jawad Abdul Ghani. — Lahore : LUMS, 2005. — 13p ; 28cm - (The Economics of outsourcing in a De-integrating industry)
ISBN 9698905200 (C053162)

671.695 — Dental — Handbooks

708.91821 — Art Museums — Pakistan
Artists' voices calligraphy : the amin gulgee gallery, 2006. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 183p ; 28cm : Rs.1595.00 (C054045)


711.450255491 — Environment Planning

729.2 — Building — Environmental Engineering

759.5491 — Artists — Pakistan
Marjorie Husain

769.5695491 — Postage Stamps — Pakistan — Catalog
783.29740954 — Music, Sufi — Pakistan — History & Criticism
Qureshi, Regula Burckhardt
Sufi Music of India and Pakistan sound, context and meaning qawwali / by Regula Burckhardt Qureshi. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 265 p ; 24 cm
ISBN 0195979109 : Rs.595.00 (C053419)

820.9 — English Literature — History
Peeps into English Literature. — Larkana : Cadet College Larkana, 2006. — 167 p ; 24 cm (C054603)

822.33 — Shakespeare, William, 1564 — 1616 — Hamlet
Hussain Adrian A.
ISBN 0195474074 (C054391)

823.01 — Short Stories, Pakistani (English)
And the world changed : contemporary stories by Pakistani Women. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 278 p ; 24 cm
ISBN 019547161X : Rs.395.00 (C053369)

891.43909 — Urdu Literature — History
Sajjad Zaheer
ISBN 0195471155 (C053902)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations, English
Khan Brelvi, Ahmad Raza (Imam)
Salam-e-Raza : Gleanings of Salam of Imam Ahmad Raza / by Imam Ahmad Raza Khan Brelvi ; tr. by Bashir Hussain Nazim.— Islamabad : Idara-i-Tahqeeqat-e-Imam Ahmad Raza International, 2001. — 96 p ; 24 cm (C054664)

Faiz, Faiz Ahmad
Faiz Ahmad Faiz (selected poems) / by Faiz Ahmad Faiz ; tr. by Safdar Rashid. — Lahore : Umar Publishers, 1996. — 72 p ; 22 cm : Rs.80.00 (C053218)

O City of light : Fiaz Ahmed Fiaz selected poetry and biographical noted / by Faiz Ahmed Faiz ; ed. by Khalid Hasan ; translated by Daud Kamal. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 291 p ; 22 cm
ISBN 019-5473-30-2 (C054046)
891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations, English
Najmi, Muhammad Iqbal
Angles of thought / by Muhammad Iqbal Najmi ; translated by
Asrar Ahmad Sahaware. — Gujranwala : Farooghe Adab
Academy, 2003. — 48p ; 22cm (C054032)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry (Javidnama) — Translation, English
Iqbal, Muhammad
Javidnama : Iqbal / by Muhammad Iqbal ; edited by Khurram
46p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-4163-71-4 (C054596)

891.4393 — Urdu Fiction — Translations, English
Razia Fasih Ahmad
Breaking Links. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006.—
331p ; 22cm
ISBN 019-5978-95-1 (C054549)

The Season of Love / edited by Mazhar-ul-Islam. — Karachi :
Sama Publishing, 2006. — 262p ; 22cm : Rs.375.00
(C054056)

891.439301 — Short Stories, Urdu — Translations, English
The Colour of Nothingness : Modern Urdu Short Stories. —
Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2006. — 230p ; 24cm
ISBN 0-19-547430-9 : Rs.295.00 (C054888)

891.59 — Baluchi Literature — Translations, English
Anwar Rooman
Balochi Language and Literature. — Quetta : Institute of
Working & Research, 2005. — 72p ; 28cm
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Historical Forts in Pakistan / ed. by Shaikh Khurshid Hasan. — Islamabad : The Authority 355.7095491

History of Indo-Pak War-1965 / by Mahmud Ahmed. — Karachi : Oxford University Press 954.9045

History of the Institution of Electrical Engineers Pakistan / by Muhammad Abdul Haque. — Lahore : The Institute of Electrical Engineers Pakistan 621.30605491
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How the West Was Won? The Dark Side of Institutional Entepreneurship / by Farzad R. Khan. — Lahore : University of Management Sciences 338.04
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Hunza Valley (Pakistan) — Description and Travel 915.4913

Husain Haqqani. Pakistan : Between Mosque and Military. — Lahore : Vanguard Books 322.5095491

Hussain Adrian A. Politics and Genre in "Hamlet". — 2nd. ed. — Karachi : Oxford University Press 822.33
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ICMAP Exam Study Text Cost and Management Accounting Performance Appraisal Stage-3 Paper-303. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046

ICMAP Exam Study Text Financial Accounting Stage-3 paper-301. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046

ICMAP Exam Study Text Fundamentals of Cost and Management Accounting stage-2 paper-201. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046


ICMAP Exam Study Text Integrated Management Stage-4 paper-402. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046

ICMAP Exam Study Text Introduction to Information Technology Stage-2 paper 204.— Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046


ICMAP Exam Study Text Presentation & Communication Skills stage-3 paper-304. — Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046
ICMAP Study Text Advanced Financial Accounting & Analysis
stage-4 paper S-401.— Lahore : B.P.P. Professional Education 657.046
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Immigration to Europe from South Asia and the Muslim World / ed. by Naveed Ahmed Tahir.— Karachi : Area Study Centre for European Karachi University 325.4

Immigrations — Europe 325.4

Impact of Financial Reforms on Efficiency of State-Owned, Private and Foreign Banks in Pakistan / by Abid A. Burki.— Lahore : Lahore University of Management Sciences 332.1095491

Impression English Capital letters nursery / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 421.52

Impression English Part One Kindergarten / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— Karachi : The Author 421.52

Impression English Part Two kindergarten / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 421.52

Impression English Pre-Nursery / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 421.52

Impression English Small letters nursery / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 421.52

Impression General Knowledge Part One Kindergarten / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 370.153

Impression General Knowledge Part Two Kindergarten / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain.— (S.L) : The Author 370.153
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Impression Maths Part One Nursery / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain. — (S.L) : The Author 372.7044

Impression Maths Part Two Nursery / by Mahmooda Anwar Hussain. — (S.L) : The Author 372.7044
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In the name of Allah the Most Kind and Merciful Invitation to Join / Enter Deen-e-Islam (Rule/ Kingdom of Allah to Non Muslim Heads of States). — Mardan : Inam Press 297.7

Income Tax Law 342.5491052
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India — Pakistan Conflict, 1956 954.9045

An India Passage to Europe : the travel of faith Nawaz Jang / by Fath Nawaz Jang ; ed. by Omer Khalidi. — Karachi : Oxford University Press 914

Indonesia — History — 20th Century — Chronology 959.8

Indus flow downstream Kotri Barrage Need or Wastage? / ed. by Sikander Brohi. — Karachi : SZAVIST 954.91
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InPage 2000 in 15 days visually / by Muzaffar Aijaz. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers 005.1

Insect pests of plants and their parasitoids, predators and pathogens in Pakistan / by Mohammad Irshad. — Islamabad : National Agriculture Research Centre 632.6095491
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International donors conference : Mr. Shaukat Aziz, Prime Minister Islamic Republic of Pakistan Mr. Kofi Annan, Secretary General, United Nations, General Pervez Musharraf, President Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Islamabad November 19, 2005 Aziz. — Islamabad : Directorate of Films and Publications 923.25491

Internet for Doctors in developing countries. — Islamabad : (n.p) 025.04

Internet — Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. 025.04

The Internet in 15 days visually / by Muzaffar Aijaz. — Lahore : Azhar Publishers 005.1

Introduction of Medicinal Herbs and Spices as Crop / by Muhammad Aslam. — Islamabad : Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock 615.321

Introduction to Taxation Tax year 2005 income tax, sale tax / by Mirza Munawar Hussain. — Lahore : Iqbal Brother Publisher 336.20095491

Introduction to Taxation Tax year 2006 / by Mirza Munawar Hussain. — 3rd ed. — Lahore : Iqbal Brother Publisher 336.20095491

Introductory booklet : parliamentary internship programme for Senate. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency 328.335491

Iqbal : An Illustrated Biography / by Khurram Ali Shafique. — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan 928.91439

Iqbal and Modern Muslim Society / by M. Ashraf Chaudhri. — 2nd ed. — Islamabad : NIHCR Publication 928.91439
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Iqbal, Allama Muhammad, 1877-1939 — Addresses, Essays, Lectures Etc. 928.91439

Iqbal, Allama Muhammad, 1877-1939 — Criticism and Interpretation 928.91439

Iqbal, Allama Muhammad, 1877-1939 928.91439


Iqbal, Muhammad. Javidnama : Iqbal / by Muhammad Iqbal ; ed. by Khurram Ali Shafique. — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan 891.4391

Iqbal, Muhammad. Speeches, Writings and Statements of Iqbal / by Muhammad Iqbal ; compiled by Latif Ahmad Sherwani. — 5th ed., — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan 928.91439

Iqbal Mustafa. Through the Columns. — Lahore : Heritage Publications 070.44

Iqbal's Concept of Death, Immortality and Afterlife / by Naeem Ahmad ; ed. by Abdul Khaliq. — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan 928.91439

Irshad, Mohammad. Insect pests of plants and their parasitoids, predators and pathogens in Pakistan. — Islamabad : National Agriculture Research Centre 632.6095491
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North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar. Annual Budget Statement 2006-2007.—Peshawar: The Authority 351.7220954912

North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar. Budget Memorandum for 2006-0227.—Peshawar: The Authority 351.7220954912


North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar.  
Schedule of New Expenditure for 2006-2007 : (Fresh)  
(Current) Part-A. — Peshawar : The Authority 351.722054912

North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar.  
Supplementary Budget Statement for 2005-2006. —  
Peshawar : The Authority 351.722054912

North West Frontier Province, Finance Department, Peshawar.  
351.722054912

Nosocomial Infections — Epidemiology 614.44

Nuclear Energy — Pakistan — Yearbook 630.72054918

Nuclear Energy — Pakistan — Year-books 333.79240954918

Nuclear, Institute of Agriculture, Tandojam. Forty years of NIA :  
progress report on research and other activities 1998-2003 / compiled by Mazhar Hussain Naqvi. — Tandojam : The Authority  
630.72054918

Nursery Schools 372.216

“O”

O City of light : Fiaz Ahmed Fiaz selected poetry and  
biographical noted / by Faiz Ahmed Faiz ; ed. by Khalid  
Hasan ; tr. by Daud Kamal. — Karachi : Oxford University  
Press 891.4391

Orientation Workshop for MNAs on Rules of Procedures and  
conduct of business in the National Assembly : Proceedings  
of the Orientation Workshop for MNAs; held at Islamabad  
from August 29 to August 31, 2003. — Lahore : Pakistan  
Institute of Legislative Development & Transparency  
328.5491

Overview of the Constitution of Pakistan. — Lahore : Pakistan  
Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency  
342.549102

“P”

Pacific Area — Languages 499.992

Pakistan -2005. — Karachi : Oxford University Press 954.91
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Pakistan : A Resilient Economy.—(S.L) : Global Agenda 338.95491

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad. PARC : Annual Report 2003-04.—Islamabad : The Authority 630.95491005

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad. PARC : Annual Report 2004-05.—Islamabad : The Authority 630.95491005

Pakistan — Armed Forces — Political Activity 322.5095491

Pakistan Army — History 335.0095491


Pakistan : Between Mosque and Military / by Husain Haqq. —Lahore : Vanguard Books 322.5095491

Pakistan Biographies 920.5491


Pakistan — Commerce 382.095491


Pakistan — Economic Conditions 330.95491

Pakistan — Economic Conditions — Serials 330.95491

Pakistan — Economic Policy 338.95491


Pakistan Education Statistics : District Education Statistics Public Schools 2004-05 / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management 370.5491021

Pakistan — Encyclopedias and Dictionaries 954.91003


Pakistan — Foreign Economic Relations — India 337.5491054

Pakistan — Foreign Economic Relations—South East Asia 337.5491059

Pakistan — Foreign Policy 327.5491
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The Pakistan National Bibliography 2003. — Islamabad : Department of Libraries 015.5491
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Pakistan's water economy : running dry. — Islamabad : World Bank 333.910095491

PARC : Annual Report 2003-04.— Islamabad : Pakistan Agricultural Research Council 630.95491005
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Post-Graduate Research (Glimpses) 1961-2005 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor. — Faisalabad: University of Agriculture 630.71

Potential of CNG Buses in Pakistan. — Islamabad: Engineering Development Board 338.34233
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Priority area of research 2005-2006 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor. — Faisalabad: University of Agriculture 630.71
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Proceedings of National Workshop on Resource Sharing and Networking of Libraries and Documentation Centres held at Islamabad from 11-15 April, 2005 / ed. by Ashraf Tanvir, Shahnaz Zuberi and Abdul Razaq. — Islamabad : National Agricultural Research Centre 021.642
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Proceedings of the 2nd CIIT Workshop on Research in Computing ; held at Lahore on November 18, 2005. — Lahore : COMSATS Institute of Information Technology 004.06

Proceedings of the international conference on China and the Emerging Asian Country. — Islamabad : ISSI 327.51054

Proceedings of third biannual conference on pharmacology and cherapedies. — Karachi : Hamdard University Press 615

The Process of Foreign Policy Formulation in Pakistan. — Lahore : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency 327.5491054

Professional Requirements of Education Managers under Devolution plan / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management 379.5491

The Prophet of Islam : Biography sketches according to the Quran / by Syed Haider Hussain Shamsi. — Lahore : Classic 297.63

Prospects of wheat and sugar trade between India and Pakistan : a simple welfare analysis / by Abid A. Burki. — Lahore : LUMS 337.5491054

Province-wise Growth patterns in human capital accumulation / by Muhammad Sabir. — Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre 331.095491
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Psychiatry 616.89
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Psychiatry Update. — Lahore: Booklet Publication 616.89

Public Health challenges in Pakistan / by K. Zaki Hasan. — Karachi: Sama Publication 362.12095491
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Qamar, Ali Raza. Ali’s Vivid Concepts in General Pathology for MBBS, BDS and Pharmacy Students. — Lahore: Allama Iqbal Medical College 616.07
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Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah : An Album. — Rawalpindi : Service Book Club 923.1549
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Quality of Education : Learning Achievement at Primary Level / by Pervez A. Shami. — Islamabad : Academy of Educational, Planning and Management 370.95491

Quran — Study and Teaching 297.1229

Quran — Translations — English 297.122521


Qureshi, Regula Burckhardt. Sufi Music of India and Pakistan sound, context and meaning qawwali. — Karachi : Oxford University Press 783.29740954
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Radio Broadcasting 384.54


Reading (Elementary) 372.4

Reflections / by Haroon Rashid Chaudhry. — Lahore : The Author 616.89
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Refugees — Pakistan 362.87095491

Regional dialogue on Free, Fair & Credible Elections Challenges and the way forward: Proceeding of the Regional Dialogue; held at Islamabad from June 29-30, 2005. — Lahore: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency 324.9549105

Regulatory Impact assessment of SECP's Corporate Government Code in Pakistan / by Rasul Bakhsh Rais. — Lahore: Lahore University of Management Sciences 658.4


Report of the Senate special committee constituted by house on 22nd September, 2003. — Islamabad: The Authority 382.095491
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Review of Experimental Biochemistry / by Saima Fahim. — Karachi : Time Publisher 572.076

Review of Practical Microbiology / by Abdul Mobin Khan. — 3rd. — Karachi : Time Publisher 576


Rizwana Siddiqui. Poverty-Reducing or Poverty-Inducing? : A CGE-Based Analysis of Foreign Capital Inflows in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Quaid-i-Azam University 332.042
Robbers and outlaws 364.15520954918
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Role of HRD in Achieving Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) : 30 May - June 2005. — Islamabad : SAARC Human Resource Development Centre 331.1095491

The Role of Mutual Funds and Non-Banking Financial Companies in Corporate Governance in Pakistan : CMER working Paper No.06-47. — Lahore : University of Management Sciences 332.6327

Role of Radio / by Aslam Khan Khattak. — Rawalpindi : The Author 384.54

Rural to Urban Migration and Network Effects in an Extended Family Framework / by Turab Hussain. — Lahore : University of Management Sciences 307.24
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Sabia Alam. The World around you social studies Book-4. — Karachi : SAMA, Editorial 300.712


Sadiq, Johnny. Come Fly with me. — Karachi : The Author 629.13

Saima Fahim. Review of Experimental Biochemistry. — Karachi : Time Publisher 572.076


Salam-e-Raza : Gleanings of Salam of Imam Ahmad Raza / by Imam Ahmad Raza ; tr. by Bashir Hussain Nazim. — Islamabad : Idara-i-Tahqeeqat-e-Imam Ahmad Raza International 891.4391

Salaam-e-Raza (Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza Khan Brelvi) / by Ahmad Raza (Imam) Khan Brelvi ; tr. by Muhammad Riaz Qadri. — Lahore : Durud Faiz Ganj Bakhsh 297.38


School — Rural Education 370.1934609

School Education — N.W.F.P. (Pakistan) 371.54912

School Education — Pakistan 371.5491
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<td>Tahir Mehmood, Mohyuddin. Management Accounting practice manual MBA.</td>
<td>Lahore: Iqbal Brother Publisher</td>
<td>658.1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahmina Rashid. Contested representation Punjabi women in</td>
<td>Karachi: Oxford University Press</td>
<td>305.4095491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feminist debate in Pakistan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tariq Hameed. Urdu. — (S.L): (S.N) 491.4391

Tariq Majeed. The Divine Imprint on the Birth of Pakistan. — Lahore: Nazaria-i-Pakistan Foundation 954.91

Taxation 657.046

Taxation — Pakistan 336.20095491

Teachings of Holy Quran / tr. by Mushtaq Ahmad. — Abbotabad: Nishan-e-Rah 297.1229

Teeth — Anatomy 611.314

Telecommunication — Pakistan — Yearbooks 384.0605491

Telecommunication Systems 621.382


Terrorism — South Asia 303.60954

Textbook of Medical Biochemistry / by Iftikhar Hussain Hashmi. — 2nd. ed. — Lahore: Allama Iqbal Medical College 616.07

Textbook of Techniques in Phraseology / by Zafar Iqbal. — Islamabad: Higher Education Commission 616.96

Thaplawala, Abdur Razzaq. The Memon Community: Its origin, history, culture, tradition and language. — Karachi: Memon Book Foundation 305.8914122

Through the Columns. — Lahore: Heritage Publications 070.44


Tourism in Pakistan 2005. — Islamabad: Ministry of Tourism 338.47915491

Tourism Trade — Pakistan 338.47915491
Tourist price indices 2004-05. — Islamabad : Ministry of Tourism 338.47915491

Towards understanding Pukhtoon Jirga : an indigenous way of....... / by Hassan M. Yousafzai. — Peshawar : Just Peace International 345.5491002623


Translation of the first chapter of the Holy Quraan in basic English / tr. by Allama Murtaza Abbasi. — Murree : Murree Homoeo Clinic 297.122521

Tree Path : Islamyat for O-Level Classes Qur'an and Hadith Portion / by Hafiz Zulfqar Ahmad. — Bahawalpur : Army Public School and College 297.071

Tribal Areas (Pakistan) — History 954.9122

Truth or Fabrication / by Farrukh Malik. — Lahore : The Author 297.283

Turab Hussain, S. M. Combed cotton yarn exports of Pakistan to the US : A Dispute Settlement Case.—Lahore : LUMS 382.4125095491


Twist of Fates / by Afzal Shauq ; tr. by Alley Boiling.— Islamabad : The Author 891.5931
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Ufaq : Mathematics workbook-1. — Karachi : Educational Research Institute 372.4

Ufaq : Mathematics workbook-2. — Karachi : Educational Research Institute 372.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ufaq: Sound to words.</td>
<td>Karachi: Educational Research</td>
<td>372.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ufaq Reading Series: Let's Take Lunch.</td>
<td>Karachi: Educational Research</td>
<td>372.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umar Badruddin. The Emergence of Bangladesh.</td>
<td>Karachi: Oxford University Press</td>
<td>954.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding Labour Issues in Pakistan: Strengthening Democracy</td>
<td>Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of</td>
<td>331.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Democratic Institutions in Pakistan.</td>
<td>Legislative Development and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Catalogue of scientific periodicals in the Libraries of</td>
<td>Islamabad: PASTIC</td>
<td>026.609549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates earthquake relief efforts in Pakistan.</td>
<td>Islamabad: Embassy of the U.A.E</td>
<td>551.22095491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Agriculture, Faisalabad. 100 Years of Excellence in</td>
<td>Faisalabad: The Authority</td>
<td>370.78095491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Research / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Agriculture, Faisalabad. Farmer friendly technologies 1961-2005 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor</td>
<td>Faisalabad: The Authority</td>
<td>630.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Agriculture, Faisalabad. Post-Graduate Research (Glimpses) 1961-2005 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor</td>
<td>Faisalabad: The Authority</td>
<td>630.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Agriculture, Faisalabad. Priority area of research 2005-2006 / ed. by Abdul Ghafoor</td>
<td>Faisalabad: University of Agriculture</td>
<td>630.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu / by Tariq Hameed. — (S.L): (S.N)</td>
<td>S.L: (S.N)</td>
<td>491.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu Alphabets</td>
<td></td>
<td>491.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu Fiction — Translations, English</td>
<td></td>
<td>891.4393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu Literature — History</td>
<td></td>
<td>891.43909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu Poetry — Translations, English</td>
<td></td>
<td>891.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“V”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys in Transition: Twenty Years of AKRSP’s Experience in Northern Pakistan / ed. by Geof and Abdul Malik Wood</td>
<td>Karachi: Oxford University Press</td>
<td>361.3630954913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td>636.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village Schools: a History of Rural Elementary Education from the eighteenth to the twenty first Century in Prose and Verse / ed. by John Proctor</td>
<td>Karachi: Oxford University Press</td>
<td>370.1934609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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"W"

Waqi Munim. The Story of Courage: Rise, Strive and Win the Battle for Sustainable. — (S.L): The Author 158.3

Wasteland and Javid Nama a comparative study of the world views of Muhammad Iqbal and T.S.Eliot. — Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan 928.91439

Water Resources Development — Pakistan 333.910095491


Win the alphabet writing: Capital letters.— Rawalpindi: Win Publishers 372.7044

Win with alphabet writing: Small letters.— Rawalpindi: Win Publishers 421.52

Win with alphabets ABC / compiled by Saleem Ahmed. — Rawalpindi: Win Publishers 421.52


Win with numbers writing: 1 to 50 / compiled by Saleem Ahmed.— Rawalpindi: Win Publishers 372.7044

Wolpert, Stanley. Shameful Flight: The last years of the British Empire in India. — Karachi: Oxford University Press 954.035

Women — Autobiography 920.725491

Women — India — Fiction 823.914
Women — Legal Status, Laws, Etc. — Pakistan 305.4095491

Women — Pakistan — Social Conditions 305.4095491

Women in Local Government 2005. — Islamabad : Aurat
Publication Information Services Foundation 352.05491

Women in Politics — Pakistani 320.082

Women Legislators — Pakistan 328.549184073082

A Woman of substance : The Memories of Begum Khurshid
Mirza (1918, 1989) / by Begum Khurshid Mirza ; ed. by
Lubna Kazim. — Karachi : Oxford University Press
920.725491

Women Representation in Pakistan's Parliament . — Lahore :
Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and
Transparency 320.082

Women Rights — Pakistan 305.42095491

The World around you social studies Book-4. — Karachi :
SAMA, Editorial 300.712

The World around you : teacher’s guide book-IV / by Rehmat
Ebrahim. — Karachi : SAMA, Editorial and Publishing
Services 372.83

The World around you social studies Book-5. — Karachi : SAMA,
Editorial 300.712

Work for Balochistan MPAs on Federal, Provincial and Local
Governments Demarcation of Roles, Issues and Possible
Solutions : Proceedings of the Work for Balochistan MPAs on
Federal, Provincial and Local Governments; held at Quetta
from July 16-17, 2003. — Lahore : Pakistan Institute of
Legislative Development and Transparency 352.05491

Workshop for NWFP MPAs on Fedeal, Provincial and Local
Governments Federal, Provincial and Local Governments
Demarcation of Roles, Issues and Possible Solutions :
Proceedings of the Workshop for NWFP MPAs on Federal,
Provincial and Local Governments; held at Peshawar from
August 27-28, 2003. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of
Legislative Development and Transparency 325.05491
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workshop for Parliamentarians on Federal Budget Process</td>
<td>351.7220954911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2003 : Islamabad, Pakistan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Budget Process How can Parliamentarians Make Effective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution? : Proceedings of the Workshop for Parliamentarians on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank, Islamabad. Pakistan's water economy : running dry.</td>
<td>333.910095491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— Islamabad : The Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Trade Organizaion — Pakistan</td>
<td>382.92095491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO — Pakistan</td>
<td>338.95491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The WTO Regime and Implications for Pakistan. — Lahore :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency</td>
<td>338.95491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Y”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Book 2004-05. — Islamabad : . Ministry of Food, Agriculture</td>
<td>630.95491005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Live Stock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Book 2004-05. — Islamabad : Ministry of Information and</td>
<td>954.91005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Book 2004-2005 : Cabinet Division. — Islamabad : Cabinet</td>
<td>354.5491005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Book 2005-06. — Islamabad : Ministry of Information and</td>
<td>954.91005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Book 2005-06. — Islamabad : Ministry of Population &amp; Social</td>
<td>304.6095491005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Pakistani Scholars Meet Nobel Laureates in Lindau (Germany) :</td>
<td>507.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Report of the 55th Meeting of Nobel Laureates in Lindau from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 26 - July 1, 2005 and Science Visit to Universities and Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution in Germany / by N. M. Butt. — Islamabad : Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|}

Youth and Politics in Pakistan. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency 320.95491

“Z”


Zamir Niazi. Fettered Freedom / by Zamir Niazi ; ed. by Syed Jaffar Ahmed iazi . — Karachi: Pakistan Study Centre 079.95491

ZINA, transnational Feminism and the moral regulation of Pakistan Women / by Shahnaz Khan. — Karachi: Oxford University Press 305.4095491

Zulfiqar Ahmad, Hafiz. True Path: Islamyat for O-Level Classes Qur'an and Hadith Portion. — Bahawalpur: Army Public School and College 297.1229079
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bookseller/Publisher</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Publishers, Lahore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Educational Planning and Management, Sirya Chowk, G-8/1, P.O. Box 1566, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Academy of Life and Letters, R-169, Sector 8, North Karachi-75850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture Research Sindh, B-16, Liaquat Road, Hyderabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahsan Publishing Foundation, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleem Publications, Rawalpindi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allama I. I. Kazi Memorial Society, Sindh University Old Campus, Hyderabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Sector H-8, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvi Publishers, Rawalpindi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjuman Rufqa-i-Danish, Iqbal Road, Jhelum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Noor Printers and Publishers, P.O Box 4190, Lahore.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apkar Pk, M. A. Jinnah Road, Karachi-74000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Socio-Economic Research, Lahore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqeel Book Centre, Main Market, Gulberg Lahore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archives of Freedom Movement, University of Karachi, Karachi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asianics Agro-Dev International, P.O.Box No.2316, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asr Publications, Flat No.8, 2nd Floor Sheraz Plaza, Main Market, Gulberg-II, P.O.Box No.3154, Lahore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aziz Book Depot, Urdu Bazar, Lahore-54000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahadur Yar Jang Academy, Sirajud Dowlah Road, Karachi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balochistan Finance Department, Quetta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Karachi-74000
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Sindhi Muslim Cooperative Society, Karachi -3
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Federal Public Service Commission,
Chughtai Plaza Blue Area,
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Islamabad
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Feroze Sons,
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Rawalpindi

Friedrich Ebert Stifting,
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Friends Publication,
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Haider Ali Muljee "Taha"
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Hamdard Foundation Pakistan,
Nazimabad, Karachi-74600

Heritage Foundation,
Karachi

Hydrocarbon Development Institute of Pakistan,
230-Nazimuddin Road,
F-7/4, P. O. Box 1308,
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Ibrahim Publishers,
Mian Chambers,
3- Temple Road,
Lahore 54000

Idara-e-Amn-o-Insaf,
3/12 Rimpa Plaza,
M. A. Jinnah Road,
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Moulvi Tamizuddin Road,
Karachi

Institute of Business Administration,
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Institute of Development Studies,
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Institute of Education and Research,
Lahore

Institute of Environmental Studies,
University of Karachi
Karachi

Institute of Islamic Culture,
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Lahore

Institute of Policy Studies
Nasr Chambers,
Markaz F-7,
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Institute of Strategic Studies,
P.O.Box 1173, Sector F-5/2,
Islamabad

International Institute of Islamic Economics,
P. O. Box No.1687,
Islamabad
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Institute of Islamic Thoughts</strong></td>
<td>P. O. Box 1959, 28, F-10/2, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Islami Mission</strong></td>
<td>Sant Nagar, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Islamic Publications</strong></td>
<td>13-E, Shahalam Market, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Islamic Research Institute</strong></td>
<td>International Islamic University, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IUCN-The World</strong></td>
<td>Conservation Union, Peshawar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamaliyat</strong></td>
<td>22, Ganga Ram Mansion, The Mall, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jinnah Rafi Foundation</strong></td>
<td>Empire Centre, Gulberg-II, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kashmir Academy</strong></td>
<td>D-66 Upper Chatter, Muzaffarabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kazi Publications</strong></td>
<td>121-Zulqarnain Chambers, Ganpat Road, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Khurshid Nashan</strong></td>
<td>115/216, Darakhshan Society, Malir, Karachi-75080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leo Books</strong></td>
<td>Potohar Plaza, Blue Area, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maktaba Auraq</strong></td>
<td>115/3, Sarwar Road, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maktaba Qadiria Jamia Rizviya</strong></td>
<td>Inside Lohari Gate, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maktaba-e-Daniyal</strong></td>
<td>Victoria Chambers-2, Abdullah Haroon Road, Karachi-74400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maktaba-e-Illham</strong></td>
<td>A-492, Block-J N, Nazimabad, Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muhammad Yusuf Khan</strong></td>
<td>Sant Nagar, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Al-Mukhtar Publications</strong></td>
<td>25-Japan Mansion, Raza Chowk (Regal), Saddar Karachi-74400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multi Lines</strong></td>
<td>Tipu Hall, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Al-Muraid Institute of Islamic Research</strong></td>
<td>98(II)E Model Town, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Agricultural Research Centre</strong></td>
<td>Park Road, Chak Shahzad, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Archives of Pakistan</strong></td>
<td>Quaid-e-Azam Paper Project, Pak. Secretariat, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New-way Publishers,
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Niazi Publishing House,
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Islamabad
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Oxford University Press,
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D-118, S.I.T.E,
Karachi-75700
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P.O. Box 1114
Islamabad

Pakistan Botanical Society,
Mauve Area, G-9/4,
Islamabad

Pakistan Central Cotton Committee,
Maulvi Tameezuddin Khan Road, Karachi
Pakistan Council for Science and Technology, Shahrah-e-Jamhuriat, Sector G-5/2, Islamabad
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Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Post Box No.1091, Islamabad
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Pakistan Nuclear Society, P.O. Box 1367, Islamabad

Pakistan Psychiatric Research Centre, 37-Lower Mall, Lahore

Pakistan Publications, P.O. Box No.1102, Islamabad

Pakistan Scientific and Technical Centre, Quaid-e-Azam University Campus, P.O. Box No.1217, Islamabad
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Progressive Publishers, Zaildar Park, Ichhra Lahore
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Qadiria Book Traders,
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Rehber Publishers,
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Lahore
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